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Chapter I 

Introduotion 

In recent years soci,ety's interest in the betterment of the 

. American police service has often been expressed as a call for 

progressiveness on the part of the service as a whole, in the 

attitudes and abilities of individual officers, and particularly 
, 

in regard to the approaches and practices of police administrators. 

Police administrators at all levels of government - federal, state, 
v\ e..1..V y\e..vJ ~e:\""or:Xs \.J:)'("\:~ 

and local - have been encouraged to experiment, to~&'aiWan open 

mind _Jiit~_""JIiiIg, and to be innovative. In an attempt to 

meet these expectations and provide a higher level of police service 
, , 

to the community, administrators have increasingly sought to develop 

new programs and make better use of existing capabilities. This 

emphasis stands in sharp contrast to time-honored police practices. 

Until recently law enforcement has attempted to thwart the 
growth of crime primarily through the addition of personnel. 
The inherent philosophy underlying this approach to the problem 
is that maximum uniform pa'crol is the mostl dependable means of 
preventing the occurrence of illegal acts. . 

The inadequacy of this approach is obviollS. In. the decad.e 1960-

1969, the crime rate in the United States increased by 120%.2 In this 

same peri.od of time the number of police employees, sworn and civilian, , 

per 1,000 persons increased from 1.9 to 2.2, or a total of 15.8%.3 

lBerkeley, California, Police Depa~tment, Project Repor't: A 
Berkeley Helicopter Patrol Program, 1969, p. 1. 

·2Federal Bureau of Investigation, Crime in the United States: 
Uniform Crime Reports - 1969, (Wa.shington, D.C.: Goyerlfment Printing 
Of£ice, 1970), p. 2. 

p. 21, and Uniform Crime 
Re 
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Even this small increase is not as significant as it might appear; 

ma.ny police departments have reduced their work weeks substantially 

during this period, and more emplo~ees have been hired to compensate 

for the reduction. Despite the widespread interest in the criminal 
, " 

justice system which marked the latter portion of the 1960's, the 

budgetary suppo~t necessary to dramatically increase personnel 

numbers has simply 'not been forthcoming except in a minority o,f 

cases. Those ..... departments which do lJave funds available to hire 

additional personnel have found that recruiting 'highly qualified 

applicants is not an easy task. The great majority of the larger 

police organizations are substantially below their authorized 

personnel levels,for these reasons, and it has b~9ome apparent that 

the solutions to the pressing crime and public service problems 

confronting the American police will not be found in sheer numbers 

of personnel. 

Improved individual abilities and more effective personnel 

• management policies have helped compensat'e for the lack of an 

adequate number of police employees, but for maximum effectiveness 

police a.dministrators have in'creasine1y sought to apply sCieilce 

• 

• 

• 

and t(:chnolot:Y to the polic,e service. 

Of all criminal justice agencies, the po'lice tradj. tionally 
have had the closest ti.es to science and technology. There is 
considerably more scope, for the equipment ,technoloGY in policing 
than in other parts of the criminal justice process. Police 
communications, transportation, weaponry, crime detection, and 
crime investigation all draw on science and techn9logy to an 
extent ,that exceeds thel potential in courts and corrections. 
Yet even here many pote:ntial contributions remain :unexploi ted. 4 

4president'9Commission 
Justice, Task Force 'RetOrt: 
Government Printing Or:1ce, 

on Law Enforcement and Administration of 
Science and TechnologY, (Washing~on, D.C.: 

1967), p. 7. ' , 

" 

" 

I' 

~ 
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As administrators have become more aware of the capabilities of 

science and technology applied to the police service, advanced 

programs and equipment have seen increasingly widespread use, and 

significant accomplishments have resulted. Most of this technology, 

• however, 

• 

••• has been directed toward the investigation of criminal 
offenses already committed -- far removed from the patrol 
aspect of police work. Not since the advent of radio-eqtupped 
patrol cars in 1929 has there been any truly innovative tool 
made available to the "man on the beat."5 

While sophisticated equipment of great value in·the detection and 

apprehension of criminal offenders has been developed, equipment to 

.' aid the patrol officer in his task of deterring criminal activity 

has gen,erally been relegated to a position of secondary importance. , \ 

~, ~ 

Within the past five years, however, a number of police agencies. 

at the state and local levelS of government have begun using heli

copters as police patrol vehicles; these departments claim that 

the h\~l~copter adds a third dimension to law enforcement and provides 

• an advantage which criminal,s simp~y cannot match at this time. 

Furth€rmore, the helicopter i£ cited as an important deterrent to 

criminal activity, the first significant new deterrent in forty 

• years. 

There has to this point been very little written about the 

helicopter as a patrol vehicle. Most of. the i.nformation currently 

• available .concerns individual programs of a handful of departments. 

• 
~ 

• 

5L06 Angeles County Sher1ff.'s Department, "Helicopter Patrol," 
\ 1969, p. 1. 

'" ' , 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
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The purpose of this paper is to examine municiral police heli-

• copter patrol as an administrative problem. To this end the hardware 

involved in maintai.ning a patrol program is not dtscussed. The focus 

is instead on the administrative decisions whi,ch must be made in the 

• course of implementing and managing the progr~n. The background of 

police helicopter patrol is discussed, and the operational considera

tions which must be taken into account on initial consideration and 

• 

• 

• 

• 

during the continued operation of the program are evaluated. Internal 

management policies and possible methods of gaining departmental and 

public acceptance of helicopter patrol are reviewed, and internal 

vehicle. The conclusion contains statements concerning the present 

level of development of helicopter patrol and a discussion of the 

',probable future of municipal police helicopter patrol programe. 

Included as an appendix are the results of a, survey of helicopter 
" 

patrol which was conducted independently of other research activities. 

Reference is made~, t~,-sOli1e survey findings 'in the body of the paper, 

but the complete results and ,several informational tables are found 

only in AppendiX A. 

'I, 

; , 

, 
,. 
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Chapter 2 

The Background of Police Helicopter Patrol Programs 

The use of aircraft for law enforcement purposes is not a new 

practice. The New York C~ty Police Department established a Police 

Air Service Division on October 24, 1929.1 The department at that 

time used fixed-wing aircraft only. Other major city police depart

ments.and state law enforcement agencies came to recognize the 

value of aircraft in several phases of law enforcement - search, 

,traffic observation, speed enforcement, and transportation.- and 

it became a virtual necessity to either o'Wn or have immediately 

avilable a fixed-wing aircraft for these pvxposes. 
, 

Progress \uth the helicopter was not quite so rapid. Although 

the concept of vertical flight dates to ancient China, and helicopter 

mod~ls are found in the sketches of Leonardo da Vinci in tne sixteenth 

century,2 the modern helicopter did not actually evolve until about 

1940, when 'Igor Sikorsky produced a machine with the stability and 

control lacking in earlier models. 3 Sikorsky was 'motivated by his 

success to predict a rosy future for the helicopter, but the extreme 

complexity of the aircraft retarded its spread in both commercial 

and private uses. The~~.~; was considered to be expensive and , 
of limited utility in comparison With fixed-wing aircraft. 4 

lDavid O. Hareton, "The Helicopter Story," Law and Order, June, 
1957, p. 10. 

2ill.!!. 

3C• LesterlVal.ke~, "Tomorrow's Helicopters," Harper's Na6azine, 
May, 1953, p. 31. 

4 . 
Ibid., P .• 32 • 

I. 

t 

i .. 
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Despite the lack of universal acceptance, a number of individuals 

and organizations came to recognize the potential of the helicopter. 

As was the case with fixed-wing aircraft, the New York 01 ty police I 
Department was a pioneer in the use of the helicopter in law en£orce-: 

mente On September 30, 

P. D. #4, was purchased 

, 

1948, a Bell Model 47-D helicopter, designated 

and placed in service. 5 I 
. , 

The initiation of the first police helicopter patrol program 

• provided very little impetus for other such programs. The next two 

major programs initiated were those of the County of Los Angeles and 

the City of Los Angeles, which began in 1955 and 1956, respectivelY5 6 

• These programs proved to be equally as successful as New York City's 

program, with Los Angeles County in particular ma4ring significant 

advances. 

• 

• 

• 

• 
~ 

• 

Because of the variety of missions thrust upon a law 
enforcement aeency and the rugged terrain of the county, the 
utility helicopter has largely displaced fixed-wing aircraft. 
In the last half of 1958 and the first half of 1959, Aero 
Detail's three helicopters flew almost seven times a~ many 
hours as its two fixed-wing aircraft. For most missions, a 
deputy sheriff must be on the scene in person, and only the 
helicopter makes this possible while offering quick access 
to underdeveloped areas. The greatest usefulness of fixed
wing aircraft is found in search and patrol work, but even 
for this mission the helicopter is now more frequently used. 
It lowers the danger potential of mountain searches in re
stricted visibility.7 . 

In none of these programs or in others 'which were developed in 

the latter part of the 1950's and the early 1960's was the helicopter 

5Moreton,.IIThe Helicopter Story," p. 12. 

6personal correspondence from the County of Los Angeles, December 
. Z3, 1970, and the City o.r Los Angeles, March 9, 1971 • 

7"Sheriffs Use Bell 47 's for Patr\)l Work," Aviation Wee}" 
December 14, 1959, p;.96. 

\. 
\ . 
, j . . 
\ ,. , 

,. 

. 
f , 
, 
'. 
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~ used as a routine patrol vehicle. Rather, it was stilJ utilized as 

• special purpose vehicle. The most widespread use of the police heli

copter during this time was that of traffic observation. Police 

departments in several major cities reported on traffic conditions 

• for drivers using city streets. Rush hour radio traffic reports 

did much to acquain~ t~e public with police use· of helicopters. 

Other duties performed during this time included search and re,scue 

• mi:ssions, transportation, and photography. All duties performed, 

however, were as a result of a specific assignment or call for service. 

Helicopters were not yet assigned to patrol an area and assist ground 

• units in normal police operations of' all types. 

Then, in August. of 1965, massive and disast~ous civil disturb-
\ 

ances in the Watts area of South Los Angeles made demands on heli-

... - 'copters and crews which demonstrated that these machines could be 

effectively used as patrol units, even at night, under extreme condi

tions never before considered feasible. 8 When patrol cars could not 

• safely enter some sections of the riot area, sheriff's officers used 

th~ir helicopters as airborne platforms to spot fires, direct ground 

units, and for transportation purposes. 9 The operation-proved thaI; 

• air-ground liaison could be a most important law enforcement tool 

when applied in a defined area throughout a lengtlly operation. IO 

• 

• 
-~ 

• 

Concentrated patrol (of the riot area) had n~)t only demonstrated thi:l.t 

8Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department, _S~k~Y~K~n~i~g~h~t~: __ ~A~P~r_o~j~e_c~t 
Report, 1~68, p. 10 • ., 

9Dougl;;ls Diltz, "Helicopters - Regular Police patrol Vehicles," 
Law and Ordet, November, 1965, p. 10. ' 

10LOS Angeles County Sheriff's Department, Sky Knight, p. 10. 

. -

," 

.~ 
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visibility of the officers was vastly improved, it also placed officers 

in a position where they were highly visible to offenders. ll 

Project Sky Knight 

The success of the police helicopter in Watts stimulated re-

• thinldng of its law enforcement role. Furthermor~, proof of the 

• 

aerial patrol's effic~cy came at a time when the soaring national 

crime rate had led Congress to appropriate some seven million dollars 

to seek new idea;:; to help local 1'olice.12 >TheLos Angeles County 

Sheriff's Department, with the cooperation of the Hughes Tool Com

pany and the city of Lakewood, california, developed a proposal for 

• using helicopters on routine police patrol. This project, called 

• 

• 

• 

• cf 

• 

"Sky. Knight," was partially funded by a federal grant from the Office 

of Law Enforcement Assistance and began operation on May 1, 1966. 

Primary goals of the project were sixfold: 
'1) Improve police response time. 

2) Demonstrate successful daytime surveillance 
methods. 

3) Initiate effective nighttime surveillance. 
4) Increase patrol observation. 
5) Increase officer security~ 
6) Reduce crime in the project area. 

,Further, the project was to demonstrate that these ambitions 
could be accomplished by an aerial police unit, in conjunction 
with existing ground units, without the requirement of continu
ously increasing the number of o'fficers and radio cars found 
necessary today, to cope with spiraling crime rates.' 7 

Nany departments, particularly on the West Coast, were following 

this innovative program With great interest. When the project was at 

p. 11. 

12patricia and Ron Deutsch, "Sky Knight, the Heavenly Prowl Gar," 
Reader's Digest, April, 1968, p. 117 • 

13Loel Ang~1es County Sheriff's Department, Slg Knight, p. 17. 
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its midpoint, the prestigious President's Commission on Law Enforce

ment and Administration of Justice released its report of findings 

and recommendations,. In a discussion of types of police vehicles, 

the Commission made the following comment:14 

• ••• helicopters offer a potential for demonstrating a police 
presence, for searching a large patrol area, and for responding 
rapidly (over 100 miles per hour) to an emergency call when the 
action is taking place in the streets, on rooftops, or on high
ways. Their potential has not yet been adequately explox:ed. 

• The Commission also indicated that the "Sky Knight" project results 

would provide a great amount of information concerning the use of 

the h9licopter as a patrol vehicle, information which was at that 

• time virtually nonexistent in the United States. 

British Helicopter Patrol Experiences 

At the time American interest in police helicopters was in-

.. creasing, the British police were also involved in a program of 

• 

• 

,~ 'expeX1mentation. 

.. i(' \. 

In 1960, a Committee of the Central Conference of Chief 
Constables was set up to "consider and report upon the provision 
of helicopters for the police." In its report published in 1961, 
the Conuni ttee recotnmended a wide variety of uses for police 
helicopters, including rescues, searches for missing persons, 
escapees and criminals, and in connection with such incidents 
as serious road aCCidents, flooding and crashed aircraft. 
Further, helicopters would save much time on long-distance 
travel, that dogs could be quickly conveyed to the scene of 
serious crime and that urgent supplies could be transported 
to isolated places in times of national emerg'ency, althouc;h 
that function was generally performed by the s~rvice authorities. 

In support of these contentions, chief constables had been 
asked hoVi many times helicopters had been used or could have 
been used in their areas during 1960 if they had been available • 
According to the Committee's report, helicopters had been used 
in England and Wales 150·times by the police and, if machines 

14president.s Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of 
J~stice, Task Force Report: Science and Techno1oG.Y, p,. 14 • 

" 

;. 

, 
" 
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had been readily avc;,ilable, could have been used on about another 
170 occasions. It was clear that the great majority of these 
occasions referred to urgent life-saving rescues, particul'arJ y 
in coastal wate~s.15 ' 

From that time until the actual national helicopter experiment 

began in March, 1967, the police sought th~ assistance of the military 

whenever helicopters were needed. 16 In the experiment they borrowed 

military helicopters and assigned them to police forces in the 

southern part ,of. England. The results of the first study were im

pressive enough to spawn a second study beginning in November, 1967, 

and continuing through July, 1968. Although the British helicopters 

were not routinely assigned to routine pa'trol duties, but acted 

primarily on a called for service basis, they were well satisfied 

with the results of their trials. The British experimentation also 

produced bne of the'most thorough analyses of helicopter operational 

f!3-ct,ors which has been put forth to date. 1 '7 

The British h~licopter ,patrol program has continued to develop 

as more of 'a stand-by service than one assigned to airborne observa-

tion and ~outine patrol responsibilities. Helicopters respond 

to emergency calls, of course, but a significant minority of their 

calls, at least in the experimental period, were pre-planned 'a 

minimum of eight hours in advance.lB This task·" or mission orienta

tion made a determination of the effectiveness of various' duties ',' 

15G• Gates, "Helicopters for Police Use - An Introduction," 
Police Research Bulletin, January, 1967, p. 15. 

16Ibiq• 

17p • ostler, "Helicopters: Their Use in :Police Work - An 
Assessment, fl. Police Research Bulletin, a,ctober, 1968, pp. 3-14. 

18 . , 
Ibi~., p. 6. 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I ; 
! , 
~ 
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e performed by helicopter personnel much more feasible than is usually 

• the case; these findings will be discussed in a later chapter. 

The Post-Sl~y Knight American Experience 

The effects of.'the Sky Knight Project in Lakewood have been more 

_ readily apparent than those of the British experiments conducted at 

the same time. Sky Knight was acclaimed an immediate success, and 

the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department, in fulfillment ot the 

• terms of the federal grant the department received,'has prepared 

several reports dealing with the project and its findings. These 

reports have received a very enthusiastic r~sponse; the number of 

• cities employing helicopters as routine p3.trol vehicles has sky

rocketed since the end of ·the demonstration projEt~t. Commercial 

manufacturers have been quick to realize. the potentialities of •• 
• 

• 

• 

.~ 

• 

the police helicopter market and have made every effort to supply 

a helicopter for any ty~e of need. Increased demand and a most 

enthusiastic respon'se have resulted in the police market coming to 

account for fifteen to twenty per cent 01 the total commercial 

helicopter sales volume.19 The exact number of users at the local 

level of government is not readily available at this time. There 

al·e approximately forty municipal police departments which either 

have now or are in the process of implementing heticopter patrol. 

The number of county law enforcement organizations us-ing helicopters 

is perhaps about twenty, but it is doubtful if most of these use 

helicopters as routine patrol vehicles. 

19"Crime' Issue spurs Helicopters," Aviation Week and Space 
~echnology', 'Marc~ .9, 1970, p. 198. 

I' r r 
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Chapter III 

Operational Considerations 

Any city considering the question of helicopter patrol for j.ts 

police force should do so calmly and thoroughly; a decision shonld 

be reached only after all pertinent officials of the municipal govern

ment and the police department have had ample opportunity to review 

.. the issue.and consider possible ramifications. With the use of 

helicopters becoming more widespread in recent years, there may well 

be a tendency for helicopter patrol to b~ viewed as a panacea for 

. ail police problems in some instances. Although the results of 
, , 

helicopter patrol have often been spectacular, the helicopter is no 

mir~cle weapon. -:It has its limitations as well as its strong pOints, 

and great confusion is likely to prevail if a city obtains a heli-. 

copter \'iithout deciding precisely what it is going to do with the 

machine after it arrives. Among those factors which should be 

considered, and Which form the basis of this chapter, are those 

of need, the ~dvantages and disadvantages of helicopter patrol, 

cost p . safety, legality, and altitude, patrol area, and duty hours • 

Al though several of these may appear so basic as to not ... require ::.; 
I 

close examination, the variations among cities are such that any of 

these may assume enormous importance in the overall operation of a' . 

. particular program. 

Need for Helicopter Patrol 

Requisite to any discussion relative to the inauguration of an 
, 

aerial police patrol is the determination of the need for such a patrol. l 

1Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department, Manual of Aerie'll Patrol, 
1968, p. 1 • 

\ 

I 
\ I 

I 
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Need implies both the intent and the ability to make full use of' the 

additional capabilities supplied by the helicopter, and it is obvious 

that all cities cannot meet these requirements. A review of objective 

factors, among them population, area, ~nd crime rate, may make it 

• apparent that a helicopter is not what the city needs, that some 

other alternative would be much more suitable. 

The importance of the objective factors cited is difficu~t to 

• define precisely. population, area, and crime rate serve more to 

eliminate cities which could make little use of'a police helicopter 

than to establish lines of demarcation, above which all cities should 

• have a helicopter patrol program. Thus a city with a population of 

,10,000, an area of 4 square miles, and a serious crime rate of 1,000 . , 
, , •• 

• 

• 

., 

-" 
• 

(per 100,000 inhabitants) would not have enough activity to justify 

its own helicopter on routine patrol. On the other hand, a city 

'like Dallas j Texas, with a population of 844,000', an area of about 

300 square ,miles, and a serious crime rate in excess of 5,000' could 

certainly be expected to make complete use of several helicopters • 

The difficulty is not really in evaluating the cases of cities 

at the extremes, but rather ones toward the middle of the scale. 

Why does a city such as Newport Beach, California, with a population 

of approximately 50,000 persons,or'Costa Mesa, califo'rnia, with a 

population of 72,000 per~ons, have a helicopter patrol program vlhen 

16 of the 37 cities in the United States in'the 300,000-to 1,000,000 

population range do not now have )'\luch a program or do not have plans 

. for beginning a program in the near future?2 

2Kansas City, Missouri, Police Department, "1979 Survey of 
Municipal Police Departments," Chart 47 • 

t ,. 
" 
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Assuming that the us~ of helicopters in those seven or more 
, ' \iJ~,~v-' "'~\}~ Ir\elt co~\" ~\'9'~~l>..W\S 

American ci ties wi th ,populations of less than 300,000' is f'ully 

jus tified,3 it would appear that need is not determined solely by 

objective factors, and that an analysis making use of population, 

• area, crime rate, and other such information is destined to br(~ak 

• 

• 

down. Perhaps, then, a subjective analysis of need is a more ,meaning-,: 

ful process. As a British researcher suggested:4 

A decision to provide a helicopter service to the police 
will depend upon a number of factors which are not open to 
direct scientific measurement. Possibly, some of thE;~se ad
ditional criteria could be estimated b~/ attitude surveys among 
the public and the police service, but, ine'ntably, great 
weight must be given to professional- judgment on an issue of 
this kind • 

Not only a:De the professional opinions of police adm:i.nistrators and , , 

city officials likely to have great iL2.1uence, other factors such as 

•• 'the city's level of progressiveness and the influence of programs in 

surroundin'g cities are also likely to have a Significant role. 

California has traditionally been the location of many progressive 
" 

• 

• 

• ,~ 

• 

police programs and concepts, and effective pr'ograms normally spread 

very rapidly across the sta~e. The use of the helicopter as a 

vehicle for routine patrol was pioneered there, and ten of the 

twenty-five departments which are i~cluded in the final survey base 

are located in California. 5 

The resolution to the question of need, then, lmay well lie in 

3Table 3-A' of Appendix A shows seven cities in this category. 
There may well be others Which are not included in the table. 

4p • Ostler, "Helicopters': Their Use in Police Work, II p. 14. 

STable 3-A of, Appendix A. 
, , 

I' 
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.~ the further dissemination of information concermng helicopter patrol 

• t~ a.cquaint more departments with its capabilities. In many depart

ments which do not have a police helicopter patrol program at this 

time, the need does not exist because administrators are not fully 

• 

• 

aware of the potential of the helicopter i~ police operations. 
, -for- he..\\c.o~e.\"" 'S~~\J\c..e~ 

knowledge spreads, increased needYmay be expected to result. 

As 

Advantages and Disadvantages of Helicopter Patrol 

As one specific method Of,' police patrol, helicopter patrol is 

charac ter.:L zed , by certain advantages and disadvan'tages. The heli-· 

.. copter is most strikiIl:gly different', of course, in its medium of 

• operation. While all other forms of routine patrol take place at 

•• 
• 

e 

e·. 

• 
.. ~ 

• 

the surface level, either on land or on water, the helicopter operates , , 

in the air above the ground and lands to participate in police 

activities only in urgent sltuations e Most of ,the advantages and 

disadvantages discussed in this section relate specifically to the· 

use of the air as a medium from which to conduct certain police 

operations • 

Response time. Probably the most dramatic impact aerial patro],. 

has on traditional law enforcement is the improved response time. 6 

Early response,as pointedly documented by the President's Commission 

on Law ~nforcement, is a prime factor in the apprehension.of offenders. 

In many cases, the helicopter provided the slight time edge needed to 

affect apprehension~7 The President's Commission, in a study of 

6Los ~les County Sheriff's Department, Manual· of Aerial 
Patrol, p. '"t'. 

7Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department, Sky Knight: A 
Project Repor1, P. 61 • 

~.,. 
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response time in Los Angeles, found that eme.rgency calls resulting 

in an arrest took an average of only 4.1 minutes, .while the response 

t:Lme on emergency calls in which no arrest was made averaged 6.3 . 

minutes.8 If there is a helicopter airborne at the time an emergency 

• call is broadcast, it will in almost every case be either the first 

or second vehicle to arrive at the scene of the emergency; the car 

nearest the scene would normally be assigned to investigate and in 

• most areas of the city.it would arrive first. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• .~ 

• 

Direct response. Moving through a less-congested area than'a 

ground unit, the helicopter is able to take a more straight-line 

approach when answering a call. It does not have to weave in and 

out of traffic, disregard traffic signals, or fol~ow a prescribed 

path. So even if a ground unit should be travelling at the same 

speed as a helicopter and both started from the same distance away, 

the direct approach of the aircraft would result in it arriving ., 

first on the scene. 

Accessibility. Areas which would be very difficult to patrol 

in a car are normally much more readily accessible to a helicopter.

Remote areas within a jurisdiction become so readily accessible that 

they are routinely and effectively-patrolled. 9 

Visibili tY8 'The helicopter crew has a much expanded view in 

comparison to a ground unit. If a ground officer is driving a car 

he is very much restricted to viewing the street and the buildings 

8presidentts Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration 
of Justice, Task Force Report: Science and Technology, p. 9 • 

. 9Los Angeies County Sheriff's Department, Manual of Aerial 
patrol, p. 5 .. 
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on either side. Even with a partner the field of view is n.o larger. 

A helicopter, on the other hand, at a patrol altitude of three to 

five hundred feet has an area about three blocks wide under excell.ent 

surveillance. 10 Vistbj_Ii ty is not restricted to the streets, but 

• rooftops, three sides of buildings, yards, and alleys may all be 

• 

examined from this height. 

Speed. Although the maximum speed of most helicopter mod~ls 

is not a great d~al higher than that of'cars used for ground patrol, 

the helicopter has a much greater opportunity to'make use of its 

speed. A ground unit running at top speed is seldom able to do so 

• without endangering ,the lives of its occupants 'and other persons 

~, 
...... .. . 

who may.be using the highways.valE. The helicopter, when necessary, 
. " 

can travel at top speed with no mOre danger than at its regular 

cruising speed • 

Weather.' Adverse weather can hamper helicopter operations at 

times, although generally it is not as subje~t to grounding due to 

poor weather conditions as fixed wing aircraft. Only three types 

. ; of, bad weather will ground the helicopter; hail (which could seriously 

damage the rotor blades); freezing rain (which generates icing on 

• 

• 

• • 

'fit 

blades and Windows); and tog (which reduces visibili,ty to a point 

at which flight becomes unsafe).ll ,The helicopter'has demonstrated 

its effectiveness in emergency situations in all types of weather • 

10Houston, Texas, Police Department, "Police Helicopter Patrol 
Program," p .. 1. 

llR1.ch~rd H. Gilbert, "Helicopter Traffic Reports in Chicago, 
Illinois," Traffic Quarterlz, XIX (October, 1965), P'. 574 • .. 

t 
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'. Inability to land. The helicopter is obviousJ.y intended to 

• operate in the air rather than on the ground. For this reason 

the helicopter crew may experience some difficulty in landing the 

aircraft exactly where they wish in a congested area. In urban and 

• suburban areas, it is not generally feasible for helicopters to 

land and give assistance, except in extreme emergencies. l2 The 

helicopter, by remaining in its environment and rema~ning visible 

• to those persons involved in an incident on the ground, probably 

has a greater effect than if j, t were to land': and,i ts crew take -

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

part in the incident. There may ~ occasioIlSla. ' ' , however" 
, . 

when this lack of immediate landing capability 2 ': a handicap • 
>. (. • .\ <!.C' 

Sp€~ial facilities, training, and skills. 'tf't~e helicopter used 

'for routine patrol activities requires several special conSiderations. 

It is not practical, for instap.ce, to have complete interchange-

ability of patrol personnel. Although some special skills are re

quired to drive a car, there are few police officers who-cannot 

drive, But there are a great many police offi,cers who cannot fly 

a helicopter, and none of these people can be assigned (as a pilot) 

to helicopter patrol. For those people who are selected and trained 

as police helicopt,er pilots, a very high skill level must be main

tained" Furthermore, the helicopter itself should' not, as a matter, 

of practige, take off and land in the police parl~ing lot. Some 

special facilities are ~eq~ for its operation and storage, and 

when the aircraft must be repaired or inspected, some special ex

pertise beyond that found in the average auto mechanic is required. 

Guthrie and the Los Angeles ,County Sherifft~ Depart-

" Governmen t Printing Office, 19 
\ 

i. 
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Cost of Helicopter Operations 

The case for or against the use of helicopters in police work, 

is impractical in terms of pure economics.13 The original equip

ment needed may cost from $40,000 to $50,000 or more (if purchased) 

• and the machine itself is only a small part of the total j"nvestmen t. 

A heliport is needed, ,personnel to fly the aircraft are needed, fuel 

and mainten9.nce are required, and a hangar or other storage fCj.cility 

• is desirable. None of these come cheaply, and the fact must be 

faced that it is more exrensive to field a single airborne patrol 

unit than it is to field a single vehicle patrol unit. 14 Helicopter 

• 

•• 
,,' .' 

.' 

.' 

• 

patrol may cost from ~p75,000 to well over $100,000 per helicoJ)ter, 

each year, and it is obviously no program to rush,headlong into. 

'FinanciB.I arrangements.15 Several altern;ative methods are 

available'to th~ Qitywhich has determined that it Wishes to operate 

a heJ,icopter ,on routine po.1ice patrol~ The most direct method is 

outright purcha.se, but a number 'of departments have avoided this 

method initially, preferring to wait until the program has been 

operating for some tlme and they are more certain of exactly what 

the program entails. 

If the department should happen to be in California (and pos

sibly in other states), it could contract 'with an 'alread~ established 

program for whatever level of coverage is desired., The Los Angeles 

County Sheriff's Depa~tment has been prOviding helicopter patrol 

13Guthrie, ,Project Sky Knight, p. 139. 

14Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department, Sky Knight: 
A Project Report, p. 92. 

15The 'programs discussed in this section are described in much 
greater detail in information supplied by helicopter manufacturers, 
trom Which the information given here was taken • 

----=-----~~-,--
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services to a number of county cities on a contract basis since 

the Sky Knight program began. 

Another alternative available to departments who 'wish to test 

the value of a helicopter program before ,making a significant invest-

• ment is to rent a helicopter and pilot. At least one firm which 

I 

I 

• 

'. I . 

I I. 
.' 
• 

• • 

~ 

• 

specializes in training pilots for police helir-opter patrol programs 

also has an optional program in which the company supplies an air

craft and pilot to the city to a5sist in the evaluation program. 

The most common method of beginning a patrol program involves 

the leasing of a helicopter over a period of several years, usually 

. a five year period.. At the end of the lease period the aircraft 

becomes the property of the police department. . S~milar ,to this 

program is the rental plan, in which a department pays the manu

facturer a' flat yearly fee,' with an option to buy during the rental 

period. In both of these programs, the city is responsible for 

maintenance, insurance, pilots, observlrs, and program development. 

If the department is properly prepared to handle all details 

of the program, it is normally ch~.aper to purchase the aircraft 

outright rather than to lease or rent. Many departments, however, 

do not have the finances immediately available to invest in a lump 
I 

sum purchase, and others are initially not so sure of the'program 

that they wish to assume complete responsibility for its operation • 

Helicopter maintenance. Maintenance of the helicopter is 

usually proVided in ·one of two manners. The city may either contract 

with a supplier for maintenance, or_i.t may hire'its own mechanic, 

Purchase its own parts, and t~ke care of routine maintenance itself. 

For a very· small program (one or two-, ships) ,\.'an agenc~ may be bet ter' 

ott contracting for maintenance if the persons who w:tll be l)el"lorming 
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ma.intenance services are immediately available. Departments which 

have several aircraft or which do not have maintenance support nearby 

would do well to provide their own maintenance. Several departments 

have indicated that they believe providing their own maintenance is 

'both less expensive and more reliable. New York Oi ty, 'which -,trains 

police officers as mechanics for its helicopters, illustrates this 

orientation. .The normal operating expenses ""d;te d in the survey which 

was conducted' ranged from $18,00 per hour to $53.37 per hour, de

pending of the type of helicopter flown. 16 

Heliport and hangar facilities. Departments beginning hel~copter' 

operations have found that they must have facilities available to 

take off from and land on and to store'the helico~ter when it is 

not in use. There must also be a supply of fuel available. A common 

p,ractice in the early stages of a program is to operate from the 

local municipal airport ora private field if one is availab~e nearby. 

This separa~e operatio~ tends to establish the helicopter unit as an 

independent 'force and should be avoided. The Sky Knight project 

indicated that moving 'routine helicopter operations to the station 

was the singularly most important measur~ taken to produce a total 

• mix between air and ground unitsol7 

., 

• . ' 

If the department has 

building, this is the most 

the space available near its headqUarters! 

desirable location for the heliport and 

hangar. The faCility must be built in accordance with Federal 

Aviation Agency ~pecifications which deal primarily with the safety 

of arriving and departing aircraft. 

,16Table 3'-D.l of ~pp~ndix A. 

17Los Angeles County Sheriff's, Department, SkY Knight: A Project 
Report, P,e 54., 
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Additional considerations include the probable size of the 

helicopter fleet in the future and the need for protection of the 

aircraft. The landing pad itself should be large enough to facili

tate two helicopters, and the interior of any hangar facility built 

should be large enough to allow for storage of all aircraft not being 

flown and for the performance c.,f maintenance tasks. The facility, 

while meeting the operational needs of the system, should also be 

designed to provide adequate security for equipment.18 ' This would 

require that the facility be enclosed and equipped with alarm devices 

if appropriate. The approximate cost of ~he heliport and hangar 

facility varies greatly according to the size and type of structure. 

One recently constructed facility is reported to !lave cost $20,006 

whj'e another still in the planning stages is estimated at $60,000 

'exCluding land preparation. 19 

Those departments which are unable to afford such facilities 

may be interested in the minimal facilities, which usually consist 

of a flat piece of land and a gasoline tank truck. For those agencies 

suffering from a tight budget, it should be remembered that there is 

no specific requirement that hanger facilities, structures, or special 

asphalt surfacing be available at the pad site.20 While departments 

Wi,th'large-scale programs or which handle their own maintenance may 

have a great need for these fac:ili ties, these items are strictly optional. , 

l8pasadena, California, Police Department, "The West San Gabriel 
Regional Helicopter System," 1971, p. ll-c. 

19Covina and West Covina, california, Police Departments, "Com
munity Overhead Patrol: Testing and Evaluation RepOrt," 1970, p. 40; 
and Pasadena Police Department, "West San· Gabriel System," p. 3. 

,20C~V:ina and west CoVina Police Departments, !'Communi ty Overhead 
P8,trol,'" p. 26. 

\ 
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Personnel costs. Personnel expenditures inclu~e costs of training, 

salaries, and administrative overhead. Chapter V contains,a'detailed 

discussion of personnel administration as such, but regardless of what 

administrative tec.p~iques are used, the people flying the aircraft and 

• riding as abserv~rS.Will still be an expense. Helicopter manufacturers 

and private firms offer training courses for prospective'helicopter 

pilots. Costs range ~rom about $3,000 to more than i~5,oOO pez:- student, 

• depending upon previous flying experience, whose air~raft is used, 

and the length of the program. After training, 'pilots in most cities 

receive extra compensation above the salary paid to patrol officers 
" 

• for their flying status. If the department is obliged to hire ad

ditional personnel to replace those who are assi~ned to helicopter 
\ 

•• 
• 

• 

" 

patrol, this also respresents added expense. Finally, the operation 

of a helicopter unit will generate a certain am0unt of paperwork 

Which will probably be reflected as a need for increased clerical 

assistance. 

Special equipmEnt. The equipment needs of a police department 

are determined primarily by its social and geographic environment. 

The ~eeds of the helicopte'r are influenced by', its , ,normal uses and by the 

geography,of,the cit;y.:::Helicopters which operate in coastal cities 

are likely, to, have some rescue and evacuation responsibilities,and 

this, more than any other police operation performed by the helicopter, 

• requires several items of special equipment. The basic "police 

• 

. package" provided by manufacturers normally contains searchlights, 

a public address system, a siren, and a police radio. With these 

equipment items' the helicopter crew can perform all standard duties 

, . 
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· (e wi th the exception of rescue and evacuation. To properly perform 

• 

• 

• 

• 

.~ 

• 

• 

.' ~ 

this function, a stretcher and first aid supplies are needed, and 

floats for water landings are very helpful. other equipment which 

is used by some departments includes life jackets, life,rings, and 

rope. A number of departments also routinely equip their aircraft 

with cameras and fire ,extinguishers. Basic equipment items can 

usually be obtained for from $4,000 to $6,000, but the purcha~e of 

this additional equipment needed for an expanded mission may push 

the total to between ~t15,000' to $20,000. 

FinanCial assistance. Some federal assistance and presuma,bly 

state assistance in several states is available to aid in the initial 

f.inancing of the helicopter patrol program. Heli~opter patr.ol pro

grams are currently being aided by federal funds from two major 

sources:21 

1) National Highway Safety .Act of 1966. 
2) Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968. 

The highway safety program provides matching funds for states 
to purchase light helicopters such as the Hughes 300 for patrol 
and heavier vehicles such as the Bell 47J-2A or Bell JetRanger 
for carrying p€rsons injured on highways. Under the crime 
control bill, the federal government will provide up to 75% 
of the cost for establishing an aerial police patrol, or for 
improvements to existing programs. 

In addition, funds were available at one ,time and may still be avail

able through the CiVil Defense program for helicopters to be used in 

performing highly specialized types of civil defense emergency 

operation functions. 22 , The departments which are included in the 

21Richard F" Covurn, "Police Units Expand Helicopter Operations," 
Aviation Week and Space Technology, January 13, 1969, p. 103. 

22"Whir1ybird Traffic Control," The American City,· April, 1962, 
p. 115. 
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final survey ba.se have relied primarily on non-federal funds in· 

obtaining thei~equipment. Only seven of the cities noted that 

some federal monies were involved. and of these, only Oakland, 

Which funded its helicopters through the,Highway Safety Bureau, 

indicated that a source other than the Law Enforcement Assistance 

Administration was used. 23 Funding may be available through the 

crime commissions at the state l'evel.of government, but little 
" 

information on this source of funds was unearthed in the surveyor 

other research activities. 

Cooperative programs. For those smaller cities which cannot 

justify or support their own helicopter patrol program, cooperative 
. ~~ 1Y\e..r\t c.oV\~\d~~<:)\\ ... 
ventures in some cases ls Ii liAUIISlSJ3#'!:ei 

Use of aerial patrol by several adjacent small cities is 
of pI:actical value where the size and need of the small com
munities does not merit a full-sized patrol. The cost of shared 
programs can be prorated among several partiCipating communities 
through ~ joint powers agreement. An equitable basis for such 
proration may be established by considering area (size), popu
lation and assessed valuation, with added consideration given 
to variations in crime rates or incidents peculiar to a rarticular 
community which may require more patrol concentration.24 

,'British researchers reached a Similar conclusion:25 

One force of itself cannot support a demand for helicopters, 
therefore, to employ helicopters in support of police forces in 
a manner which will use the craft to its maximum ,usefulness, one 
needs to support more than one force. It is suggested that the 
natural grouping of police forces for this purpose is into police 
regions. 

Unfortunately, jOint helicopter programs appear to suffer from the 

23Table 3-D.l of Appendix A; and the oakland, california, Police 
Department, "Oakland Police Department Helicopters," information 
bulletin, November 2, 1970, p. 1. 

, . , 
i , , 
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24Los Angeles County Sheriff's Departmen~, Hanua] of Aerial Patrol, p.2.~ 
25 . 

P. Ostler, "Helicopters: Their Use in Police Work,". p. 7. 
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.fe same handicaps as other cooperative municipa.l ventures. Several 

• 

• 

• 

• 

~. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

joint projects have been proposed tn california, but none has yet 

reached the operations stage. Difficulties in jurisdictional matters, 

radio communications, equitable co~t distribution, and amount of use 

determination have prohibited rapid development of these programs 

thus far. One city which studied multiple use programs commented:26 

A major factor in recommending'against this type of .proposal 
for Berkeley is ••• that larger cities or areas involved in 
mutually administered progra.ms seem to reap the least in benefits 
and actual, air patrol time. 

Until a method of coopera~ive patrol is developed which can assure each 

of the partiCipants that it is receiving'~ts fair share ot patrol 

t ' d ~eT'+~~~~~i-'r --~. f lIt 1 of the ~me an can ~ ,ae:g~J5.1-';w De' or oca con ro progra~, 

joint ventures are not likely to be very successful. 

Cost versus increased patrol. In initially considering helicopter 

patrol, many cities have evidently been influenced by the level of 

intensity of helicopter patrol u The fact that new areas are brQught 

under surveillance and that a Wider area is under observation during 

flight 'has convinced several cities that the expense incurred is 

Significantly less ~han th~ benefits received. ' 

The helicopter can st~etch the patrol dollar ~ignificantly 
by combining long-run patrol areas and hard-to-police locations, 
thereby f~@eing ground units for more consolidated patrol 
acti vi ties u il? . . t , 

The helicopter has taken over areas of selective patrol 
previously handled by patrol vehicles. This has allowed us 
to patrol high crime areas with fewer personnel. however, we 

26Berkeley,police Department, Project Report, p. 43. Pages 
42-45 contain an evaluation of joint programs. 

27Houston Police Department, "Police Helicopter Patrol Program," p. 1 • 
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do not anticipate a savings in patrol costs due to the utili
zation of helicopters. The helicopter has generated more work 
for the ground units" ,Acting as an observation post, it must. 
call in ground units to check out any suspicious persons or 
incidents that it observes. 28 

Several cities have undertaken experiments of various kinds in 

an attempt to compare helicopter and automobile costs. 

A study conducted by the city of Huntington Bee.ch realis
tically illustrates such a cost comparison. The city area of ' 
Huntington Beach is 26.5 square miles. A Single patrol car, 
cruiSing each street, one time only, on continuous patrol, and 
answering no calls, required 31.8 hours and cost $344.50 including 
all direct costs, manpower and equipment. .The patrol unit did 
not cover any of the city's alleys, railroads, fenced industrial 
areas, parking lots, shopping centers, golf courses, riding 
courses, riding trails, or school grounds. 

The cost to patrol the same city area, 
areas not patroll€d by the ground unit plus 
swimnung pOols, and rooftops, by helicopter 
patrol was accomplished in 1.6 hours.29 

and including all the 
reSidential back yardS, 
was $69.75. The 

The Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department took a different approach 

' .. <. ' to the question of cost. 

• 

• 

.' 
• .A' 

I t:T 
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In an effort to totally explqre potential fiscal support for 
aerial patrol, the last four months of "Project Sky Knight" were 
conducted with the total ground unit complement of Lakewood 
Station depleted by two cars from each of two shifts -- day and 
evening. The normal number of general law cars per shift, 16.5, 
was reduced'to 14.5. 

For the two shifts involved during the four month study, 
the audited cost of helicopter patrol was $65,333.00. 

Potential savings through deletion of two ground units on 
two shifts for the same perio~ was $45,265.00. 

Statistics for the test months when compared to the same 
period the year prior indicate that removal of two patrol cars 
did not evidence any documentable decrease in' the quantity of 
work performed. 

When all factors were measured, the study indicated that units 
can be removed for extended periods ,to time With minimum loss of 
efficiency and adverse effect, if such moves are f1scally requisite 
to provide support for advanced police techniques.~O , 

2~untingtoilIBea~h, california, Police Department; "Huntington Beach 
He,licopter Resume," p. 2 • 

29Cotina and West Covina Police Departments" '!'Communi:ty. Overhead· ::.':' '" 
pa trol'," p. 50. 

30G~thrie, Proje'ct Sky Knight" pp. 93-96, 
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Few departments may desire to reduce the level of vehicle patrol, 

but if the potential value of helicopter patrol cannot be exploited 

because of high costs and an inadequate ~udg€t, a slight reduction 

in automobile patrol may achieve the savings necessary to esta'bllsh 

, hE:~licopter patrol., Such a move should not be undertaken until the 

eXistence of a pronounced need for aerial services has been established. 

Helicopter patrol Safety'Considerations 

A police department operating a helicopter patrol program can 

take several obvious steps to reduce the danger of accidents. The 

requirement that all pilots complete extensive training courses 

and be subject to frequent check flights is one of these. Continual 

inspection of .the aircraft and immediate correction of equipment , . 
defects is another. 

But even. if allavailable','prevent~tive measures are' utilized'~ 

an element of danger re'mai'ns', and administrators may initially be 

plagued with visions of a police belicopter falling from several 

hundred feet into ,'a .l~eav1ly-populate4 area. After more thoroueh 

investigation, however, it becomes apparent that the helicopter is 

not ~ikely to come crashing to the ground unless its main rotor 
'ce.c:olY\€S \\\ 0(' '\V\~-.lt;'e.d. o"V\a..\~ ~\t,,\a\~~\~ 

blades come off or the pilot 'k unable to operate the craft. 

The helicopter carries its own bu,il t-in parachute in the form 

of a free-wheeling characteristic of the rotor system that insures a, 

safe landing so long as the pilqt maintains an altitude appropriate 

to the amount of congestion on the ground beneath him.3! Safe landings 

are not only pO,ssible, they are Virtually certain with implementation 

31Gilb'ert, "Helicopter Traffic Reports," p • .576. 
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of a technique referred to as "C:l.utorotation.,,32 

If there is an in-flight mechanical or tail rotor failure 
the main rotor blades continue to revolve at, essentially the 
same speed because of their inertia. This enables the pilot 

'to control the ship, and maintain a relatively safe rate of 
descent. Upon nearing the ground the pilot changes the pitch 
in the main rotor' blades, considerably reducing tha descent 
rate, and proceeds to level off ,l>repara'tory to landiJlg. 

Safety is further assured by the' establishment of pre-designated 

landing zones or points to be used in the event of mechanical 'dif

, ticUlty or other emergency ,condition. 

vVhen not actually covering a police incident, helicopter 
patrols' usually fly a pattern that assures observation, at one 
,time or another, of every point in ~he city. More than one 
pattern can be devised and the starting point can be located 
anywhere in the pattern to avoid a consi,stent routine that' is 
known to criminals. Incorporated into the flight program is 
the location of "safety corridors", or routes that are prefer
able because they contain various open areas where an emergency 
landing could be made in safety. A comprehensive survey of the 
locality is completed prior to initiating a patrol program to 
ascertain the safest possible routes. Pilots are instructed 
according to the results of the survey and are required by 
Federal Aviation Agency regulations to stay w;i.thin the safety 
corridors unless on actual police assignment. 55 

Upon completion of training, pilots and observors should, 
be so well acquainted with the emergency landing points that' 
an instinctive response can occur even in the face of imminent 
danger. 34 

Confidence in the safety of helicopter patrol is demonstrated 

. by those departments which do not pay their personnel ~'hazard" pay 
, I 

, 'during 'the time they are assigned to helicopter duty. The wide-

spread feeling expressed in departments which have used helicopters 

32 ' Berkeley Police Department, Project Report, pp. 31-32. 

33 ~., p. 30. 

34pasadena Police Depa'rtment, UWest San Gabriel System," p. 11 • 
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for some time is that helicopters are actually much safer than auto

mobiles o 

Leg~l Issues of Helicopter patr~ 

In the course of normal operations the personnel of the helicopter 

., unit are likely to be involved in numerous criminal incidents. 

• 

• 

• 

.' 

. ' 

cf' 

• 

Because of the helicopter's accelerated response time, personnel may 

many times find themselves first on the scene of a criminal act in 
C'fIo.lf>,\I. ~\~('t"::.c:\i.c;\-\\)~~ "(!.\le. " \::,Q..~tJl1 -To ~:s\o...'c\~~~·\~~.\ 

progress. ~~l:ega-~~~a-re li-kei"'i ,t:ol:'::b:.e-e&tet-~ 
~~e.~e..~'t.~s 

the near fttt~pC regarding the arrest powers of helicopter officers. 

"'''it d There is a ,lack of legal material on which to base a really 
comprehensive study concerning police use of helicopters as' 
patrol vehicles. Should helicopters come into widespread use, 
past experience in the use of fixed wing aircraft will serve 
as a guide when preparing cases for court trial where arrest 
has come about through the use of a helicopt~r.35 

Felony arrests, in which a police' officer can normally make an 

arrest if he has reasonable grounds to believe that the arrested 

person has committed the crime, would appear to constitute a minor 

problem. If the officers in the helicopter do not make the arrest 

themselves, they may very easily provide the grounds necessary for 

arrest by indicating, the perpetrator of the felony to ground officers. 

Unless the ground officers had other information independent of that 

received from helicopter personnel, the airborne officers would have 

to appear as wi tnesses in the cas,e. 

35Guthrie" Efoject Sky Knight, pp; 130-131. 
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witnessed the same offense, the police officers in the helicopter 

would technically have to arrest the offender.in most jurisdictions. 

The states of Kansa!3 and Missouri have enacted ·legislation which 

permits ground officers to make misdemeanor arrests on information 

supplied by airborne officers. Other states 'may also have or may 

be considering such legislation, which in effect substantially 

expands the powers of airborne officers. 

The most useful application of expanded misdemeanor powers 

would be in regard to traffic violations, which 'are almost exclusively 

misdemeanor offenses. Helicopter personnel in several cities report 

'that they do occasionally issue citations for traffic offensesj it 

would appear quite probable that the police and courts have reached , . 
. an understanding in traffic cases which sanctions arrests by ground 

officers for traffic 'offens.es .. wi tnessed by aerial officers. Perhaps 

approval has been granted for other types of offenses also; very 

little information is availabla • 

Liability in helicopter accidents. The issue of city liability 

for dam~ges incurred as a result of helicopter operations would 

appear to be very similar to that of arrest powers. 

In regard,to 'the question of civil liability of a govern
ment agency for damage resulting from the use of helicopters, 
the governmental agency may be liable, ,based Ion general tort 
law ,involving negligence principles. There'is a wealth of 
cases establishing tort liability for fixed wing aircraft. 
Helicopter damages will probably come under the same general 
theories in establishing both liability and defenses.~6 

36Ibid., PP. 131-132 •. 
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Patrol Area, Duty Hours, and Altitude 

The operational factors of area, altitude, and duty hours form 

the skeletal structure on which the remainder of the patrol system 

is built. Each of these factors should be evaluated in light of the 

best infoI'mation the police department has available ,concerning 

criminal and other activity, for there can be no question that it 

is desirable'to obtain full use of the helicopter after it ha~ been 

acquired. 

Patrol area. Determination of routine patrol area is influenced 

by several factors. Size of the city is perhaps most important. 
, ' 

Smaller cities can ,routinely schedule patrol across the entire city 

without ever having the helicopter so far away that ten or more minutes , , 

woul~ elapse before it reached the scene of an emergency. This would 

apprOXimate a city no larger than 200 square miles. It is ,desirable 

to have a smaller patrol area, perhaps one in which the helicopter 

oould travel from one end to the other in no more than five minutes, 

but with a limited number of helicopters this is unduly restrictive, 

representing an area of about 50 square miles. 37 Only three of the 

37 American cities with populations of 300,000 to 1,900,000 could 

• be completely covered'with a single helicopter using the latter 

• 

.' ~ 
'. 

formula, but with the 200 square mile figure only 'ten cities could 

not be completely patrolled. 38 

Within a city there are likely to be certain high crime rate 

areas which should be intenSively patrolled, and some thinly populated 

areas should be covered infrequently. The downtown areas of several 

37Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department, Manual of Aerial patrol, 
p~ 20 

38~~sas City Police Departmen't, "1970 Surve~$!;,~' chart -2. 
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cities may not permit effective helicopter patrol. 

In New York City, because of the multitude of high-rise 
bUildings, operation in many areas is considered unsafe at 
altitudes lower than 1,500 feet. When low-level night patrols 
were instituted over C8ntral Park on weekends with Bell heli
copters, noise complaints were received from posh Fifth Avenue 
apartments. The police now avoid the low-level flights aroun.d 
the park periphery.39 

Dallas police also report that helicopters avoid the downtown area 

except in emergencies. 40 

Patrol duty hours. 'rhere is no reason that helicopters should 

not be used around the clock if the demand for their services exists. 

The great majority of the police departmepts surveyed have a break 

in the operating schedule during the early morning hours, presumably 

for two reasons. First, most people are asleep during this time, 

and second, they do not feel that these hours would be as productive 

a,patrol pe~iod as other hours of the day. In those cities which 

have two or more helicopters, the most common technique is to schedule 

, , 
two shifts, the first from mid-morning to early evening and the second 

beginning about the time the first ends and' continuing until 2 a.m~ or'~ 

? a.m. Dallas and Kansas City operate their aerial patrols around 

• 

• 

, " 

the clock, but no information as to the effectiveness of patrol during 

, the 'dead hours of early morning was available at the' time 'this report 
~ II, 

" .,' was prepared. 41 

• 

• 
~ 

• 

From 'the standpoint of greatest level of activity, helicopters. 

should normally operate from the late afternoon until midnight. In 

most jurisdictions these hours are the busiest of the day, and as a 

39Coburn, "Police Units Expand Helicopter Operations," p. 105. 

, 40Tabie 3-B,of Appendix A lists routine patrol areas. 

41Table'3-B of, Appendix A lists normal duty hours. ' 
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surv~illance vehicle, this is the time when there is the most for the 

helicopter to see. 

Patrol altitude. Police departments using helicopters have 

determined that it is most advantageous to operate the aircraft at 

the minimum al~itude conSistent with both safety and a reduced noise 

level. In most cases this altitude is about 500 to 600 feet above 

ground level. During the nighttime hours sever~l cities, apparently 

as an additional safety feature, raise this minimum altitude by 100 

to 300 feet. Los Angeles County, in the early days of its Sky Knight 

operations, received so many noise compla~nts that it was forced to 

raise its minimum patrol altitude to 1,500 fGet. At this altitude 

visibility was considerably reduced, however, and"the helicopter 

manufacturer was encouraged to alleviate the noise problem. When 

.~ . the necessary correction was made, the department returned its 

• 

• 

• 

• 
. ~ 

• 

aircraft to the former level with only a few complaints. 42 Since 

that time most departments have observed the normal 500 foot alti~ude, 

al though in carrying out a specific assi.gnmen t or responding to an 

observed offense the helicopter may descend to as Iowan altitude as 

necessary.43 . 

4~Guthrie, Project Sky Knight, pp. 48-49. 

4);'l'able 3-B of Appendix A lists normal patrol altitudes • 
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Chapter IV 

Program Administration 

The administrative practices and procedures associated with 

helicopter patrol operations greatly influence the ability of the 

unit to carry out its responsibilities and to gain acceptance within 

the community and inside the department. It is most important that 

the helicopter pa~rol unit be reco~~ized as an operational element 

which can apply its unique abilities to the benefit of ground elements; 

to achieve this recognition the unit must'insure that its activities 

are noted and recorded. The unit must further insure that information 

concerning its operations is widely dispersed amo~g the public and 

other members of the department. Incomplete understanding of the 

purposes and cap~bili ties of the helicopter patrol unit will almost, 

certainly have an und~sirable effect on its operations. 

Command Responsibility and Internal Relations 

Command responsibility for the operation of a helicopter patrol 
• • ·1 ~. 

program should be placed in the functional unit of the department 

which has overall respohsibility for patr9l services. Most logically. 

this responsibility would be placed with the Patrol Division Con~ander.l , 

In the': great majority of' the dep~rtm~nts . whic.h useheliQ.Qpters, ~he : \.~. 
o..\~.~~ ~ ~o.." C\A oc..~\.olfl. \~'S.\3Et. C).. ~'r\~-\\.()\I\ ()t" "~~o~ ()\I\."\~~-\'- ~c .. V\C!..\,,~, 

aircr.afti'S>not~.a traffic :,uni t\l,. It is not an ambulance. though it 

'may>on occasion transport sick and injured perEions. Neither is the 

helicopter a planning and research tool, a fire vehicle, a detective 

unit, a juvenile unit, or a community relations device. Though it may 

lCovina and West Covina Police Departments. ~'Community Overhead 
'patrol, ,t p. 29. 
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at a given time be performing any of these functions, the helicopter 

is essentially a patrol vehicle which, because of its flexibility, 

can be adapted to a number of other purposes. Very few departments, 

however, are interested in the helicopter because it performs any 

one 6p~cialized function particularly well. Rather, the general 

patrol capabilities that it offers are its most outstanding features. 

If there is one function that the helicopter performs in a 

manner superior to any other, it would have to be that of observation, 

and observation has long been recognized as the key to an effective 

patrol service. O. W. Wilson has defined the three classes of patrol 

Operations as services called for, inspectional services, and routine 

preventive patrol. 2 It is absolutely impossible ~o per~orm the last 

two of these operations without highly develop6d powers of observation, 

and the ability to observe is often no less impor.tan t in regard to an 

incident which has resulted in the provision of a called, for se~vice. 

From its position several hundred feet in the air, looking down on an 

area which is perhaps, eight to ten times larger than that Viewed by 

automobile officers, the helicopter is the essence of the observation 

function. With this consideration in min~,there is little justifi

cation for assigning the unit to any division other than patrol. 

In those municipal departments and in agencies at other levels 

of government which have defined the role of the helicopter in more 

narrow terms, the decision of unit placement should be based on 

how most of the unit's duty time is spent. In no case should respon

sibility fall to any element which receives very little benefit from 

2 O. W. Wilson, Police Administration, (2nd ed. ,; New York: Hc<;lraw-
Hill, 1963), p. 238. 
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helicopter operations or is only casually invol~ed in the operations 

runet-ian~ , 

No matter what the exact position of the helicopter unit in the 

organization structUl~e of the department, problems of coordination 

• and communication, are likely to'eXist. The helicopter program in 

some cases is carried on from a location far removed from the mai'n 

police building, and helicopter personnel do not frequently ha:ve 

• contact With 'other.personnel. Crew members operating from'a remote 

location do not have an opportunity to participa'te in regular briefing 

and shift change activities, and they mis~ out on much of the inf'ormal 

.' interaction which is essential to group,sqlidarity and unity. 

.it!T 

• 

.' 
• 

. ' 

'~ 

" ',. " 

, " 

Helicopter personnel in this situation may develo~ a feeling of 

superiority or eliteness which goes far beyond the pride in their 

work that they might be expected to feel, and in the end they may 

come to view grotmd patrol officers as lackeys rather than as members 

of a highly sldlled air-ground team • 

To avo~d undesirable working relationships with other functional 

units of the department, every effort must be made to involve members 

of the helicopter unit in the same processes in which other members 

are involved. Recognit~on of the fact that they are a part of the 
, , 

total patrol effort ~etards any inclination of air officers to view 

their detail as an "elite corps."~ The most effective means of ac

complishishing this integration is to move the helicopter o'peration 

as close to the main police facility as is feaSible, and then to 

require that all aerial officers attend pre-shift briefing, training, 

3Berkeley Police Department, Project Report, p. 47.' 

" 

, 
" 

, 
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~ and other exercises. The informal contact which results from persons 

• sharine; the same facilities should also be benef~cial. Another me~ns 

of eliminating an environment in which elitism would flourish involves 

the training of more pilots than are actually needed to man the air-

• craft. Assignment to flying status may then be rotated among the 

qualified pilots on a daily or weekly basis, and pilots not assigned 

to flight duty can be assiWled tq accompany other patrol officers on 

• routine automobile patrol. The opportunity to participate in both 

• 

.(If 

• 

• 

• 

air and ground operations facilitates the development of a more well

rounded attitude and brings on better understanding of mutual problems. 

It is important that all ground personnel, superv:i.sors and patrolmen, 

have confidence in the h'elicopter so that it may ~e used to its full-
\ 

capability, and the more extensive the contact ,between helicopter' 

personnel and other members of the department, the more likely all 

personnel will accept and support helicopter operations.4 

Of particular importance to the helicopter operation are the 

fieldsupervisors.and the command personnel who direct field activities. 

If the people in these positions do not believe in the value of 

helicopter patrol, they are not likely to encourage their subordinates 

to cooperate fully in air-ground operations. In Project Sky Knight 

operations-the Los Angeles County Sheriff's .Department soon found that 

a lack of coordination at the command level immeasurably restricts ' 

aerial patrol effectiveness. 5 Lack of cooperation in some cases may 

result from incomplete understanding of the operational chain of command. 

4pomona" 'California, Police Department, "H.A.L;O.," 1968,p. 16. 

5Gutbrie'~ Proj ect SkY Knigh~t p. 128. 
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It would appear that the person in charge of field operations at 

any given time should have the authority to direct helicopter activi

ties. Some dep~ ... tments have neglected to establish this type of 

command relationship, however, and helicopter personnel are not 

.. certain as to ~hoBe orders ,they should follow. From the standpoint 

of success or failure of the tota.l helicopter program, it appears 

that responsibility rests primarily with the field commander in 

• charge of both air and ground operations. 6 If he is not free to 

use the helicopter in the manner he believes is most appropriate, . 

then field activities are not likely to be marked by cohesiveness 

• and full cooperation. 

The department can take several steps to acq~aint all personnel 

with 'helicopter operations •. There should be, for instance, an in 

.~ . service training program for all uniform personnel prior to the 

beginning of helicopter patrol.. .policies and procedures should be 

fully explained, and written materials outlining the proposed method 

• Of Op'eration should·hp. distributed. Participation in demonstration 
('J\o..",-~"",-\o""l ~\.tc.h'"\-S.... .--. " • .i1 

. ,<.:. e,,","OU. Q.~i!.Ot 
f Ii gh .. t s should be rilanda:t~ for all uniform personnel. \I A number' of 

departments have made such rides available but have not required 

• officers to take them. For a complete understanding of the aerial 

patrol operation, officers should be taken aloft t'o see precisely 

what crew members can see and do, during both day and night ·operations. 

• Being told about the advantages of the program is good, but having 

an opportunity to partiCipate first-hand is better. 

•• •• \~ 

•••• 

'6 , illE. •• p. 129 • 
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After the helicopter program has become regularized, the depart

ment should continue to keep all affected personnel advised of changes 

in aerial procedures. Refresher training should be provided as needed, 

although for those persons who have frequent contact wi~h the heli

copter in the course of normal duty such training is likely to be of 

limited value. Traini,ng and demonstration rides should become a part 

of the department's recruit training program, and rides shoul~ be 

available at specified times for all personnel. 

Records Management 

As a still controversial concept, helicopter patrol is very 

much involved in proving itself. Even persons who have been fully 

informed of the purposes of aerial patrol and have had an opportunity , \ 

to see what it can do may not fully conceive what the results of 

its operatio~s may be. To the many people' who have only the vaguest 

conception of what the capabilities of helicopter patrol are, the 

most convenient means of illustration is an adequate records system • 

The helicopter unit should be required to maintain a daily log or 

activity report on which all called for services and activity initiated 

by personal observation should be recorded. The unit commander should 

• combine these reports and send periodic reports to his superior. At 

the highest level of the department, activity reports should be compile~ 

intosurnmaries to provide information about the unit's operations. I~ 
• Information can be divided into two primary categories, police activity 

and public service activity. The goal should obviously be to show 

what the unit has accomplished and how much of its time' is· spent 

• performing servi~es of one kind or another. 
tA ' :. " 
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Th~ information gained from analysis of helicopter unit records 

and from the records of other field service units should be used' 

in determining patrol hours and times. If a pattern of activity 

is noted, the helicop~er can be assigned to concentrate on patrol 

of the area at the time criminal activity is most likely to occur. 

Records information should also be studied to determine the 

usefulness of helicopter patrol. If the unit were to spend 9~~ of 

its duty time responding to calls and only 10% on routine patrol 

activities, the assumption might well be made that the helicopter 

was justified and that another one or two might be used. If, on 

the other hand, the point is reached that the helicopter patrols 

r 

\ 
I 
! 

I: 
f, 
t 
r 

j' 

I] 

" 

for an entire shift with no activity to report, s~veral possibilities, '. 

are presented. This could mean that cri~e has been eliminated, 

but this does not appear likely. It might mean that the helicopter 

has been patrolling the wrong area'and should be reassigned to more 

",productive efforts. But if, the lack of activity perSisted regardless 

of patrol area, it would probably mean that the original need for 

helicopter patrol was overrated, and that the city should conSider 

curtailing the program. 

Realistically, and assuming that unit personnel complete, all 

reports as they are told to do, the information gained shou;L'd show 

that the unit performed well and that its service is fully justified. 

It is not enough at this point for the ~dministrator to know that he 

was right after all. Rather, he should make this information available 

,to other members of the q,epartment, to governmen't officials, and to 

members of the public. ,The' confidence and support of persons not .' .. 

F 
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completely familia.r with unit operations. is necessary, 'and they are 

more likely to be ,convinced if the records support of unit activity 

is available. 

Public Relations Methods' and Procedures 

In the initial proposal for funding of the Sky Knight program 

the Los Angeles County Sheriff's' Department recognized the importance 

of publicizing helicopter patrol operations:? 
This project's effectiveness will der'end in'large measure 

on the recipients of the services being fully aware of all 
aspects of the project'.s operation. 

The value of community support for helicopter patrol is no less im-

• portant now than it was at that time, and every department with a 

helicopter patrol program is obligated to i.nform the public of its 
, , 

eXistence, and to seek out the publiC'S react~on to the patrol.. 

Departments which have operated helicopter patrol programs 

for a period of time sufficient to form an opinion indicate that 

the public has received the program very well. 8 Any number of sourc~s 
• of complaints .were foreseen by police administrators, among these 

nOise, ~ights, invasion of privacy, danger of crashing, and the 

"Big Brother" syndrome, but most of them have not been as important 

• 

• 

• 8. 

• 

a,s initially expected • 

The most undesirable feat.ure of the helicopters, to residents, 
appears to be the noise. Lights and danger of accident were 
ranked much lower. Respondents ••• placed invasion of privacy 
very low in their oVE.rall ranking. Noise was not mentioned, by 
businessm0n, as having an effect, and the most commonly stated 
good effects mentioned by them were a feeling of protection and 
a reduced crime rate.9 . 

7L06 Angeles County Sheriff's Department, "Aerial Surveillance 
Methods of Crime Prevention," January 6, 1966, p. 12. 

.' 8Table 3-D.2 of Appendix A 'contains public reactions responses. 

9Jet Propulsion Laboratory, "Effectiveness Analysis. of Helicopter 
.Patrols, Vol. II: Evalua.tion," (Pasadena: california Institute of 
-Technology, 1970), pp. 59-60. 

.' 
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4IJ The level of public support in several instances has been truly 

• outstanding. The city of Los Angeles and Los imgeles County have 

each taken surveys of public reaction to helicopter patrol, and 

they found 89% and 92% of the,public, respectively, approving of 

• helicopter ope~a tions. 10, In. another 'instance ," reaction was even 

more impressive,li 

• 
Flight crews talked to an estimated 35,000 to 40,00Q 

persons during this period (one week). Less than 10 people 
were opposed·to the idea of police helicopter patrol. The 
overwhelming response not only favored the patrol; but thought. 
it should be increased. 

In those surveys which have been taken, the public has generally 

•. believed that helicopte~ patrol increases safety and security. 

.(It 

• 

The public also tended to think of,the police wh~~ever a helicopter 

was heard overhead, and to be more conscious of the amount of police 

. patrol. 

Helicopter patrol, with its "spaCE; age ll connotation, induced 
increased citizen interest in and awareness of law enforcement. 
While helicopter crews were enjoying unobstructed viSibility 
of large areas, they were also' more readily visible to persons 
on the ground. A citizen Who may have complained he rarely 
saw a police ground unit obse~yed the patrol helicopter numerous 
times in the course of a day.l2 

Public suppo~t does not come about by aCCident, nor is the concept 

of helicopter patrol by itself so impressive that it literally sells 

itself to the public. Most police departments have initiated strong 

public relations program~ at the time nelicopter patrol was begun • 

• ," .. Var~ous methods of acquainting the public with helicopter patrol have, 

, " 

• ',(It 

i .' .. 

10Jet PropulSion Laboratory, "Vol. II: Evaluation", p. 60.; and 
':~Guthx'te', 'Pro'ject "Sky Knight, P. 104 • 

'llH'untington Be'a.cli Polic~ Department, uResume of 'Helicopter 
Activities for the Month of November, 1970," P. 2. 

, ' 12Los Ane;eles County Sheriff's .Department p Sky "Knight: A Project 
Report, PP. ,81-82. , ' 
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been used. The most common methods include the mass media, public 

appearances, and school demonstrations. 

As a rather innovative concept, helicopter patrol has generally 

received very favorable treatment from the mass media. Radio~ 

• television, and particularly newspapers have been very interested 

in police helicopters ~nd have helped keep the p~blic informed. 

• 

• 

•• 
• 

The Long Beach Independent wrote about the Sky Knight program ,shortly 

be~ore it began operation:13 

On June 6, when Project S.h:y Knight gets its first nationwide 
launching in Lakewood, the modern-day "castle guard" goes to the 
air again for his first elevated look at the world around him 
in almost seven centurie!3. : 

There's not muc~ similarity between the ~~ight of the Middle 
Ages and today's sheriff's deputy, whose access to the broad 
countryside in a two-passenger Hughes .helicopter would make the 
medieval knight marvel. " 

The Boston Globe also had comments favore"ble to the Sky Knight program :~4 

The Sheriff's Department here (in Los Angeles) is experi
menting with a radic~lly new concept in poli~e patrol that wpuld. 
have made honest men of the likes of the Dalton Brothers, Billy 
the Kid and Jesse James. 

It's a l2-month program called Project Sky-Knight ~- the 
world's first aerial police patrol which operates day and night. 

If the department beginning helicopter patrol' cooperates fully with the 

press and makes them aware of the details of the program, the press is 

• usually only too happy to g~ve the program extensive coverage. The 

• 

• • 
• 

influence of the community,newspaper can thus become a po~ent ally, 

'particularly when the article concerns a spectacular incident in' which 

the helicopter has been involved. 

l3!&ng Beach Independent, r1a~ 21, 1966, p. 1. 

l4Boston Blobe, July 4, 1966, p. 1. 
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Newspapers can also provide support of helicopter patrol when 

~ it is still in the proposal stage. 'l'he folloWing excerpt is taken 

from an editorial which appeared shortly before the Berkeley City 

Council considered fundine a helicopter program:15 

• 

• 

Quite simply, aerial patrol is an anticrime tool, t.he use 
of a vehicle that increases the efficiency and response of law 
enforcement when ·dealing with criminals and criminal conduct. 
We urge the city council to view the helipatrol as it would 
any other necessary 'piece of city equil:·ment. .And we 'hope 
councilmen will be guided by practical, rather than emotional, 
arguments. • •• if so, they will approve this crime prevention 
tool so urgently requested by the Berl~eley P.D. Shouldn It 
your city be next? 

Even with such €·nthusiastic support, of course, there is no certainty 

• that helicopter patrol will be approved. it failed in Berkeley. 

Public appearances before civic,·' business, ~d professional 

groups can also help gain support for aerial patrol. The Dallas 

Police Department helicopter'unit.hasits· personnel appearing before 

neighb~rhood groups frequently, and response has been very enthusi

astic. The Las Vegas Police Department sends its personnel out to 

• public appearances armed with'a pamphlet which describes the history: 

• 

• 

• . ~ 
~ 

.' 

and purposes of helicopter patrol. The results of these speak~ng 

.. programs have been very favorable. 16 

Demonstrations put on at schools throughout the city can help 

acquaint school children with the helicopter patrol concept. Persons 

of school age appear to be very much impressed with the aircraft 

ev,en though the younger ones may not fully understand what it is 

15Berkeley Daily Gazette, March 31, 1970, p. 7. 

l6survey questionnaires completed by Dallas Police Department • 
and Las Vegas Police Department, December, 1970. 
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~ intended to do. ' ..... ".' • 

• 

Demonstration flights for mem?ers of the public would be an 

excellent means ot showing,the effectiveness of helicopter patrol 

if the aircraft available held more peo'ple. The total number of 

seats is such that only two or three people ~ould be tak0n up in 

ea~h flight. For selected individuals, however, the demonstration 

rides may prove very informative. One such program was operat,ed, 

• ,at one time in Chicago: l ? 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• cf 

.' 

To m~ce use of the extra space in the 'cabin, invitations 
are extended to selected individuals to accomi.any the pilot 
throughout all or'a portion of the "Traffic Show." Traffic 
analysts of state, county, and city highway offices have made 
fr€quentuse of this opportunity, as have photographers, 
potential .traffic-spot-broadcast sponsors,' newspaper reporters, 
and celebrities. Thus, ~he Traffic Helicopt~r doubles as a 
public-service vehicle, creating goodwill.by giving its guests 
an unparalleled view of Chicago. 

one other public relations method whicll has,been used with great 

success is the static display set up at a shopping center or other 

'public aI'ea. :A: ,helicopter: displayed in' a parking .lot normally 

attracts some attention, and many members of the public have an 
opportuni ty to examine at first hand what they may have htS'ard flying 

about over.the city earlier. These displays, ,by virtue Of. being 

located in areas ,marked by, a great deal of foot traffic, often 

. 'attract several thousand persons during a day. 

I ' • 

l7GUber~.' . "Helicopter r.I'raffic Reports," p. 576-577. 
" 
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Chapter V 

Helicopter Unit Personnel Administration 

~'lany departments considering helicopter patrol programs often 
. , 

relegate the personnel factors to a position of secondary importance 

forgetting, in their eagerne.ss to obtain, the most sui table equipment, 

that it is the people, and not the machine, who actually do the ,work. 

The most expensive and versatile ai.rcraft avail~ble is worth very 

little if there is no one capable of using it correctly. Fortunately, 

the police service has an abundance of talent available, and the 

" prim8.:t:'y personnel problem is that of management rather than lack of . 

:' raw material. This chapter discusses helicopter 'Uni t personnei in 

three basic categories - pilots, observors, and other personnel • 

Within each category th~ processes most important to unit operations 

are reviewed, an drecommendations as to those policies ana. procedures, 

which appear to maximize personnel contributions' and satisf,~ctions 

are,put forth. 

The Helicopter Pilot 

It is'of'course quite impossible'to operate.a helicopter patrol 

, pr.ogram without a pilot. Apart from this one inespapable conclusion, 

there are few definite principles regarding other aspects of the 

pilot's position. Individual pr.ograms in operation across the nation 

indicate great val"ia tion in the number of pilots per aircraft, method " 

of selection, amount and type of training, rate of compensation', sworn 

,or civi11an status, and other factors. Each program stresses what it 

believes ,to be the most,corr~ct personnel practices, but there 1s .. , 
\ 
\ ' 

t .. 
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~ obviously very little consensus as to what these practices .are. .' , 
Number of pilots.. The number of helicopter pilots needed to 

operate a police helicopter patrol program is partially determined , . 

by the number of aircraft but primarily determined by internal 

• management policies •. To operate the basic two helicopter patrol 

fleet on a two shift p,er day, seven day a week basis requires a 

minimum of three pilots. The standard ratio of 1.6 personnel for \ 

• each position which is often used in determining personnel require

ments appears to apply in this case. Of all departments surveyed, 

only Baltimore had more helicopter available than pilots; pilots 

• were outnumbered three to two. In most other cities, the ratio of 

pilots to aircraft is 2.0 to 1 and 3..0 to I'. Fifteen cities for 
, \ 

which positive figures were available maintained figures within these 

limits. l 

, The primary consideration in maintaining a surplus number of 

pilots appears to be that of availability. I Departments realize 

• that the certainty of always ha.ving an operator available can be 

virtually assured by training more pilots than are actually needed. 

It hardly m~{es sense to invest several hundred thousand dollars in 

• equipment, facilities, and personnel only to find in an emergency 

that no one is available to pilot the helicopter. 

There. are several other advantages which mark those programs 

• with an excess of pilots. Pilot personnel may complete other duties, 

such as making public appearances or instruct:i.ng departmental training 

• c9 

• 

1 . 
Table 3-A of Appendix A lists the number of helicopters in each 

survey city, .while Table 3-C gives the number of pilots. 
! 
! 
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e programs, without hampering unit operations. Rotation of pilot 

• trained personnel into ground patrol duties is another benefit; 

the ability to participate in both air and ground operations pro-

vides a more complete perspective. Heplacement capabilities are 

• much better when more pilots are a,vailable. If an individual' on 

flying status is reass,igned to another function, there is no time 

lapse in finding and training a replacement. Finally, those depart-

• ments which have trained Some of their pilots to the instructor level 

will in all probability find .that as their programs expand these 

personnel will spend a much greater portion of their time in training 

• and administrative duties and prorcrtionately less time in aerial 

patrol. 

Sworn vs. civilian status. There is an almost complete aversion 

.~,. to hiring civilian pilots to fly police helicopters. The few depart

ments which have hired helicopter pilots from civilian ranks hav~ 

given them policetrs,ining immediately and then assigned them to 

.\ helicopter patrol. In no' known instance has a polic'e department 

• 

employed a civilian With no police experience or training to fly 

its aircraft and not required that he receive training and give up 

his civilian status. 
2 ' 

Several factors i~fluence the decision to use sworn officers 

as helicopter pilots. There is a belief throughout the: police service 

• that special attitudes, abilities, and personality traits are required 

to be a good of~icer. Th~ patrol officer is increasingly coming to 

represent the best of these necessary qualifications. The good 

• 

2In Table 3-C of Appendix A two cities, FCt:"t Worth and; Honolulu 
are shown a.s having civilian pilots. The individuals in both cases 
are reserve officers who have received some training and have full 
arrest powers. ,'.' ., . 
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patrolman is used to stress, j.s well versed in standard police 

practices, is observant, and in general may be termed a very stable 

person. Many departments do not feel that these characteristics can 

be matched by the great majority of the civilian helicopters pilots 

who might be available for employment. 

Experience has shown that a civilian pilot tends to become 
excited during a police action and is prone to diversion of 
attention from his job. A police officer is already trained 
against having his attention diverted from the job at harid. 

. The field of civilian helicopter pilots is reportedly 
comprised of many transient or itinerant individuals. Recruiting 
a stable, professional individual for pilot services from this 
field often proves a difficult task, and retention presents 
additional problems.3 

When flying under the stress conditions of serious crimes 
in progress he (the civilian pilot) is more apt to be distracted 
by the ground action rather than devotin£:J full attention to 
maneuvering .the aircraft. This inattention'to the prime pilot 
task eQuId have serious consequences and is less likely to occur 
if an experienced police officer is at the controls.4 . 

Criticisms of civilian pilots citing lack of stability and· self-control 

may be a bit harsh, particularly as there is as this time very little 

information available based on empirical observation. Many ci"vilian 

helicopter pilots are returning military veterans with experience in 

Viet Nam; it hardly appears likely that these persons would be ~y 

more likely to become rattled than most police officers. 

More valid reasons for selecting police officers as pilots 

are the proven ability of the officer and the greater'fleXibility 

of the program. A career officer whq has continually performed in 

a satisfactory manner and who has enough interest in the helicopter 

program to volunteer for pilot training is probable capable of 

3covina and West Covina Police Departments, "Community Overhead 
patrol," p. 27. 

4Berkeley Police Department, Project Report,·p. 52.-
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becoming a competent pilot. On the other hand, even experienced 

helicopter I'ilots cannot operate police heli,copter uni ts effectively 

without special police training. 5 

There is greater flexibility in the program if the pilot 
is also a police officer. Shol.;l.ld it be necessary to ground 
the aircraft for any reason, the civilian pilot will be paid 
his salary for doing nothing. The officer pilot can easily be 
reassigned to any· police function in need of assistance.6 

'Despi.:t.e .. tp.e n:e,gat.iv:e reaction to civilian pilots thus far., it 

does appear to be feasible to use civilian pilots in certain specialized 

POSitions or until officers can be adequately trained as replacements. 

A firm which specializes in training helicopter pilots has a special 

• program in which it rents an' aircraft and pilot to a city for test 

.~. 
~ 

purposes. This type of evaluation may prove ver~.useful. As another 

example, the Dallas Police Department has two civilian pilots in its 

program, one the Chief Pilot and the other an instructor. The depart

ment has had no adverse effects resulting from this arrangement.'7t: 

Selection of pilots. Pilots should be selected from~mong thos'e 

• ·officers volunteering for the program. The ne~d for enthusiasm and 

e·,·· 

• 
. , 
~ , 

..•.... 
\J." 

• 

dedication in pilot personnel indicates that assignment of unwilling 

personnel to this function is not desirable. An additional considera-

tion in pilot selection is the desirability of ha,"'ing had ample 

opportunity to evaluate the ability and performance of all applicants • 

. This would indicate that some minimum tenure with the departmgnt prj.or 

t9 acceptance into the, helicopter unit would have to be established; 

,tWo or three years would appear to be a period of sat~sfactory length • 

'Guthrie, Project Sky Knight, p. 133 • 

6Berkel~y Police Department, Project Report, p. 52. 

.7Dallas Police Department, survey questionnaire, December, 1970. 
\ 
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A selection factor of importance in several departments,is the prior 

flying experience of the applicant. In some cases a private or com

mercial pilot's license is required before an applicant will be 

accepted for helicopter training. This requirement is intended to 

assure the flying cabability of the applicant and also to shorten 

the training period. 'It may in some departments be unduly restrictive, 

and consideration shou.ld' be given to waiving the rule • 

Training of pilots. Training programs are conducted by both 

helicopter manufacturers and private firms. Pilot training from either 

source is normally satisfactory, and the decision as to which to ,use 

can in most cases be basE,d on the convenience of the department 

undergoing training. Perhaps more important thall; who does the training , 

is the determination of the level of training required for each officer • 

• ~ The standard among American police departments at present app~ars to be 

about 200 hours of ground and flight training, with the attainment of 

the commercial helicopter pilot rating. Included in the standard pro-

• 

• 

• 

• 
~ 

• 

gram are day and night flights, helicopter ground school, aerial police 

and emergency procedures, and pilot-observor procedural training • . 
The ~ost intensive tra.ining program in,' ef'feet at this time appears to 

be that of Dallas, in which beginning pilots receive 350 flying hours 

of training. 8 

After the initial training period has been completed, departments 

require that their personnel be ,checked periodically for proficiency 

,and ability to meet emergency operations standards. The frequency of 

th~se periodic ,checks varies from every 14 days to about opce a month. 

Check flights are directed by a helicopter pilot with the instructor 

8survey questionnaires of departments listed in ~rable 2 of, Appendix A. 
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rating. he may come from inside the department or from another source. 

• It is strongly recommended that on~.or more department pilots be 

, encouraged to advance their training and obtain helicopter instructor 

ratings for check purposes as well as for training pilots for future 

• patrol expansion. 9 There is no reason why a department should not 

·olJera.te its own training program -and' avoid relying on" personnel; 

outside the department. 

• Compensation of pilots. Rates of compensation for helicopter 

pilots vary substantially~ a~d seven of the dep~rtments surveyed 

did not provide any additional compensation on the basis of special 

• training and skill. lO Among those departments which do pay heli-

•• 
copter pilots a' higher salary than that to which they would other-, . 
wise be entitled,. rates or amounts ot extra compensation also differ 

widely. Most departments Which do provide "skill pay" or extra 

pay uIlder another title do so on a monthly basis, ,with rates ranging 

from $40 per month extra through 10% above the normal salary to a 

• peak of $407 per month extra. Compensation 'at th:e higher rate is 

dependent on remaining 9n flying status. 

The most satisfactory method 'of providing extra compensation 

•. 1s that used by the San Mat~o County, california, Sheriff's Department. 

Personnel assigned to flying status receive extra 'pay at the rate of 

$1.75 per flight hour. When pilots ,are not perforndng flying duties, 

.' they are c.omP!3nsated at their regulElr rate of pay. This formula 

might be varied slightly to provide for compensation at the higher 

• 

9LoS Angeles County Sheriff's Department, "The Police Helicopter 
Patrol Team," 1968,p. 41 

10Table 3-C of Appendix A lists compensation findings. 
1 . 
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rate of pay when flying or on standby status on the ground. Normally 

only about five h9ursof an eight hour shift would be spent in the air, 

but it would appear appropriate to pay the pilot ht the higher rate 

for the entire shift. The exact rate of additional compensation 

would be related to salary and would vary substantially from department 

to department. 

Fatigue. One additional consideration of the utmost impqrtance 

to the police helicopter program is the problem of pilot fatigue. Even 

the most enthusiastic pilot cannot fly sixteen ~ours a day and retain 

the mental s'harpness necessary to both safety and effective police 

operations. The fatigue factor generally lim~its a pilot to approxi

mately five. hours flight time out of each eight q?ur bldft. Routine 

reporting, meal and refueling breaks will usually consume the three 

hours of no flight time in an' eight hour shift. II Patrol time 'is " 

normally divided.into two 2t hout;~:·or~,three;.or inore·~shorter·'periods.·: This 

'effective patrol time does not compare unfavorably with groun~ patrol 

uni ts, but fatigue appears to be higher for 'helicopter pilots' becaus,e 

of the 'continui ty of patrol and the abse;nce of interruptions. 

Fatigue appears to affect both the pilot and·observor.· Thus 

• programs which have involved pilots serving as observors and switching 

, .responsibilities midway through a ~hift.have found that' f~tigue was 

not reduced. Both pilots complained of equal fatigue on long flights 

• regardless of which handled the controls or how often they switched 

from the role of pilot to the role of observor.12 

• 
~,. 

. : 
. IlLOS Angeles County Sheriff's Department, Manual of Aerial 

Patrol, p. 10.' 

l2Guthrie, Project Sky Knight, p. 21 • 
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The Helicopter Obse~ ( 

The need for the police observor is created by the inability 

of a solo helicopter pilot, undertaking close surveillance duties, 

to combine flight and observation duties'simultaneoUsly.13 It is 

• neither safe nor effective to have a one-man crew. The observ~r, 

has a very important role in the police helicopter patrol program, 

in, fact, the performance of the observor in the helicopter is the 

.' single most important of the degree of effectiveness achieved in 

operating helicopters as police vehicles. 14 The: factors involved 

in staffing the observors' positions should be given the same degree 

• of consideration as those pert~dning to ,the pilots' 'positions. 

•• 
Selection_of observors. 'The observor, like t,he,pilot, should 

be a police officer. Although the observor could be selected and 

trained from civilian ranks, the police officer who is trained as an 

, observor also offers the extra advantages of established compatability 

with ground personnel, kriowledge of law enforcement techniques and 
, . . . 

• operation, 'general geographica~ knowledge of his community, and the 

• 

, ' , 

. ability to serve in a dual capacity as a member of the ground forces 

when not airborne.15 , 

Departments differ as to whether the observor should be pilot

trained. Some believe that it is not required, ana is, in fact,' some

what undesirable, 'for the observor to be a pilot or to be primarily 

• , ' interested in flying. Observors must not be distracted from their 

'. • 
• 

'I 

13A•E• Clarke and H. Roberts, "l~otocraft: Some Background 
Information," Police Research Bulletin, July, 1967, p. 20. 

l~Guthrie" Sky 'Knight, P. 133 • 

'15cbvina and"West Covina Police DePartments', "Community Overhead 
patrol," p. 29 • 
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~ primary objective 'of ground observation. 16 There is also some feeling 

• that prolon8ed periods of two pilot patrols should be avoided to 

prevent efficiency loss in the patrol operation.17 ,At least one depar-t-. 

ment, however, holds the'opPosite opinion and prefers that both crew 

• . members be pilots;, New York Ci ty experie~ced a fatal helicopter crash 

at one time which might have been avoided had the observor been pilot

trained, and this has apparently exerted some influence on their· 

• decision. 18 In the end the determination of whether both crew members 

should have pilot training must be made by the local department; each 

argument has its merits and the choice between them is strictly a 

• matter of local preference. 

Training of helicopter observors. Methods of training personnel , , 

for helicopter observors vary widely. In some cases the would-be 

observor would receive a couple of orientation flights, informed of 

the applicable rules and procedures, and sent aloft, all in the 

matter of a few hours. The Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department 

• typifies the departments which have a much more extensive training 

program. Observors receive from 48 to 56 hours of training prior to 

flying on routine patrol. 19 . Other, departments have Similar programs, 

• ,which usually include familiarization with the helicopter, ~ap' reading, 

• 

• 

4ay and night flights, and perhaps simulated police problems. Also 

included in most courses is a definition of responsibilities of both 

the pilot and the observor. 

l6Los Angeles Coun ty Sheriff's De:partment, "The Police Helicopter 
Patrol Team," p. 6. 

l711=!J!., p., 41. 

". 

!' <9, 
l~ew Yorlt' Ci ty Police Department, p~rsonal correspondence, r.!arch 7, 19 '71. 

19Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department, tiThe Police Helicopter 
Patrol Team," pp. 8-9, 24-27. 
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While on helicopter patrOl the police obs~rvor is fully 
responsible for the assignment of the helicopter. He directs 
the pc~trol areas, monitors the communications network, and 
directs the helicopter to the location of police incidents • 
In this position he reports directly to the Watch Commander 
and may have coordinating responsibilities over ground units 
during police incidents. The pilot, on the other hand, has 
absolute responsibility for the safety of the craft a'nd may 
override the observor's directions when he indicates that'the 
desired operation is unsafe. 20 

It is absolutely essential that an understanding be reached as to 

the s:uthorit~r of each crew member in aerial operations • 

'Permanent or rotative status. Of the depar,tments surveye~, 

seven indicated that observors were permanently assigned to the 

helicopter unit and six indicated that,assignments were rotated 

rcgularly.~l The arguments for permanent assignment of officers 
, " 

to observor status center around the increased competence which 

is developed over a long period of time. Those who favor rotatin~ 

assignmE.nts 'am,ong all personnel who volunteer point out that this 

,helps acquaint more personnel with the helicopter patrol program 
\ 

and provides for greater acceptance within the department. ~ 

An~lysis of this issue indicates that aSSignments should be 

rotated·when the personnel assigned to the observors' pOSitions 

.require or request replacement. Routine rotation every few weeks 

'or months would.prohibit'developing the intimate ~owledge of the 

~. " < area and the operation which would be required for maximum effective-

." '.,' 

";1'; 

I,. 
I' 

,ness. It is, after all, the observor, ,not the pilot, who is most 

important to the success of the operation, and a high level of pro

ficiency should be sought. The most proper method of acquainting 

20P~mona Police Department, "H.A.L.O.~" p. 17 , 

, ~lTable .3-C of 'ApPfmd'ix A, contains infor~ation on observor stat,us. 
c 

" 
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personnel outside the unit with the helicopter program is by means 

of demonstration flights in conjuntion with an in service training 

program. 

Com~nsation. Extra compensation for observors.does not appear 

• to be completely justified. Practices among departments vary, with 

some paying "skill" pay to officers assigned as observors. This is 

opposed to "hazard" pay which is generally denounced. 22 

• No hazard pay is given for helicopter service for ex
perience indicates that the helicopter is approximately nine 
times sa.fer than grounduni ts. 

If an officer is assigned to helicopter patrol as an observor on a 

• '.. routine basis, and he incurs no hardships not found in automobile 

patrol (long or unusual working hours, special un~form req~irements, 

or other conditions), he certainly should not receive an amount 

•• Significantly higher than a ground patrol officer. If any bonus 

is paid it would probably serve more as an incentive to attract 

officers into the unit than to reward them for special skills or 

• competence. 

oth'er Helicopter Unit Personnel 

Departments may, for administrative purposes, assign personnel 

• other than pilots and observors to 'the helicopter unit. The unit -;,._ 

commander may in some cases a non-flying superviso~. Secretaries 

and clerks may be assigned to complete records tasks within the 

• unit, and mechanics may also be assigned to the unit. The unit must 

not fail to dev~lop policies and procedural guidelines applicable 

to these support pe~sonnel who are not normally on flying status. 

• • 22 " ' 
·Pomona }Jolice Department, ·"H.A.L. O. ,t1 ~. 17. 

" 1 

• '\ 
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Chapter VI 

The Uses and Effectiveness of Police Helicopterpa.trol 

Essential to the police helicopter patrol program is the deter

mination of the duties to be performed by the helicopter crew. The 

'range of· possible functions available is quite broad. The helicopter 

need not ~e reserved for the exotic -- rescues, riots, or disasters~ 

It has proven to be realistica.lly effective whether applied to contr~l 

of illega+ dumping and driving, or to the apprehension of murderers 

and bandi ts.l The selection of the tasks to be carriE,d out by aerial 

patrol officers shoul4 be done very carefully; wasted time can con-' 

tribute to ineffectiveness and poor morale on th~\ part of crew 

members. In thi's chapter a number of' the basic uses of. the heli.copter 

will be reviewed, and the . effectiveness 'of helicopter patrol will be 

examined from several viewpoints - the statistical effect, the deterrent 

effect, the types of activities in which' the. helicopter is most 

useful, and the factors which should be considered in deploymen~ for 

maximum effectiveness. Although some of these may appear to be quite 

subjective, it is important that every department using helicopters 

make an effort to determine their effectiven.ess,~r6in the standpoint 

of both justification of cost and the overall contribution made to 

the level of police service • 

'.. Functions of the Helicopter Uni t 

The most·basic duty of the helicopter is that of routine patrol 

and o.bservation. Since Project Sky Knight demonstrated that the 

~LOS ~geles County Sheriff's Department, Sky Knigh~, pp. 77-78.' 
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helicopter was capable of serving as a regular patrol vehicl~, 

all municipal departments which have obtained helicopters have 

used them for this purpose. 2 Routine patrol as a police activity 

is intended primarily as a deter'rent and is directed primarily at 

diminishing less tangible hazards (situations likely to result in 

a call for police service) that are not re~dily isolated and iden

tified. 3 During both ground patrol and air patrol, officers s,pend 

• m~ch more time routinely patrolling than they do participating in 

apprehensions, chases, or activities which e};hi-l'arate and relieve 

boredom. This is more prevalent in the air than on the ground as 

• diversification and contact with others are more restricted. 4 

•• 
• 

The Sky Knight project found that the helicopter was as well-suited . . 
to patrol as any ground vehicle, and possessed some unique capa

bilities not fo~d in ground vehicles. 5 

••• ground units in the test area averaged approXimately 
100 linear h.iles per eight-hour shift. The helicopter averages 
300 linear miles per shift. While traversing their beat many 
times over, helicopter crews maintain an observational advantage 
eight to ten times that pos,sible from ground vehicles. 

Although there is justification for conducting task-oriented he+.icopter 

pa trol, as will be noted later, the abili,ty of the helicopter to 

• perform routine 'patrol and surveillance duties ca,nnot be doubted. 

• 

• • 
• 

The chief shortcoming of the helicopter as a patroi vehicle is the 

inability of its officers to immediately partiCipate in ground 

2Table 3-E of Appendix A indicates routine helicopter duties. 

3Wilson, Police Administration, p. 238. 

4Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department, Sky Kni~ht~ p. 53 • 
5 " Ibid., P. 93 • 

.' 
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actiVities Without first finding a place to land, but this is not 

frequently a serious handicap. 

Traffic surv.eillance. The use of helicopters for traffic 

observation and reporting is almost as frequent as for routine 

• patrol. In fact, in'the past helicopters have been used in police 

• 

• 

•• • 

• 

.' 
• 

work largely in SUppOl't of the traffi-c control f'unction. Only 

recently have they b6en used in patrol work. 6 SEveral major cities 

have been giving helicopter traffic reports for years, and the 

traffic copter has become an accepted service in today's traffic

cong'estedlife. 7 Philadelphia at one time had pe:rhaps the most 

comprehensive helicopter tr~ffic operation in the country.8 

Twice a day; five days a week, the "Voi'Qe of the Go Patrol" 
is heard over ten AM,and four FM Philadelphia area radio sta
tions, With accurate reports of h;Lghway ahppenings and time
saving information of the road for millions of driv.ers • 

The Go Patrol's communications network is :L\t1prel::~,siv(:'. 
It links the helicopters with the operations office of Copters. 
Inc., with the Go Patrol's four squad cars and two tow trucks 
and with the police radio network. 'I'he squad cars and tow 
trucks are equipped for emergenCies, carrying gasoline, tires, 
tools and flares, as well as first aid supplies, and can be 
directed by the helicopter to a highway accident or local 
disaster. 

In addition, Go Patrol has organized "HELP" -- heJicopter 
emergency life-saving plan. With this plan, highway accident 
~ctims may be picked up by helicopter and flown to a hospital 
heliport. The helic'opters may also fl;)r doctors to the accident~ 

'Not only ca.n motorists be advised of current traffic conditions through 
, I 

such a program, the police and other agencies involved in the traffic 
. 

function may respond to traffic 'incidents much more rapidly • 

6Jet Propulsion Laboratory, "Effectiveness Analysis of Heli
copter patrol,s, Vol. 1: Summary," Pasadena: california Insti.tute 
o~'Technology, 1970, p. 1. 

7Jean Ross Howard, '''When Minutes Really Count," F1ight~ January, 
1967, pp. 69-70. ' . 

8Ibid.,. P.' 69. -
, , 
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One of the most important functions of the WBBM Traffic 
Desk is one of which most people are not even aware -- the 
almost instantaneous handling of the reverse flow of current 
traffic information from the helicopter through the Traffic 
Desk to the responsible agency or agencies, in many cases 
long before they could have received such information from 
other sources. This splendid cooperation greatly accelerates 
agency responses to motorists in trouble.9 ' 

The value of the helicopter in the traffic observation and coordination 

function is likely to continue to increase. 

One of the few aspects of our society that has been able, 
thus far, to keep pace with our population explosion is auto
mobile registration. Bince car oWnership i,s, a fUl1ction of 
population increase, most qualified observors agree that reg
istrations and subs.equent highway clogging will not only con
tinue to plague our everyday lives, but that the problem will 
grow worse. Expressway .construction' cannot keep pace, and all 
attempts to monitor the precise traffic situation from the 
ground or from conventional airplanes have proven inadequate. 
The helicopter really moves into its oWn in this sphere, pro
viding the perfect platform, from, which to observe patterns of 
metropoli tan ,traffic in general, and then to 810se in on specific 
tie-ups for detailed study of the situation. l 

The Oakland Police Department received a grant in June, 1970, to 

.. partially fund a helicopter patrol program. About 400/cl of the total 

patrol time'is to be spent on traffic-safety related activities • 

The objective of ' this federally funded project is to favorably modify 

the incidence of crime, vehicle accidents, and traffic congestion 

through the innovative and tactical use of helicopters. ll The results 

of this program may well indicate additio~al uses 9f the helicopter 

for traffic surveillance. 

Traffic law enforcement. Most police departments have been 

reluctant to fully involve their helicopters in 'traffic law enforcement 

i.'. 

9Gilbert, "Helicopter Traff:i.c Reports," pp, 574-575 • 

lQlbid •. , p, 575', 

110~kland P,')lice Department, "~tlnformation Bulletin," p. 1. 

", ... 

. . 
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activities. One reason for this is the belief that patrol time can 

be better spent in other tasks, 'Another factor may i.nvolve the role 

of public opinion in the success of heli."copter operations. Admin

istrators apparently feel that .extensive use of the helicopter to 

• apprehend traffic v:i.olators w'ould undo much of the good public image 

, the helicopter presently enjoys. The Kansas City Police Department 

expresses this opinion very Well in one of its publications when it 

• states that helicopters have been used in very little traffic work 

10ecause the department feels it would racei ve public cri ti'Cism. 12 

Several departments use helicopters for traffic enforcement 

• purposes when the violation involved is a serious one. Such offenses 

as driving under the influence of alcohol, leaving the scene of an 

accident, reckless driving, and particularly attempting to' elude •• police ~fficers often bring the helicopter into play~ The ~ormal 

role of the;'helicoptar in apprehending a violator is that of keeping 

the vehicle" under surveil.1ance and directing ground un! ts to it, 

.', with the ground 'officers making the arrest or issuing the oi tation. 

In no' traffic application is the helicopter mor~ valuable than in 

the high speed chase in which a driver is delibe.z:-ately trying to 

• ' elude apprehension, The driver who runs from the police may be 

scared, he may be intoxicated or mentally ill, or he may be a criminal 

fl~eing the s.cene of the crime. Without prior knowledge of the 

• driver, the police are put in the pOSition of endangering the public 

by attempting to chase him down, and force him to stop. Now, however, 

.. ' 

• 

12Kansas City" Missouri, Police Department, i'Helicopters in Law 
En~orcement, tr p. 6. , 

, 
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• •• the use of the helicopter will contribute substantially 
to vehicular safety in eliminating or reducing the need for 
officers to en~~aGe in hi:C;h speed pursui t drivine. When a 
Ground unit becomes engaged in a pursuit, a helicopter, if 
available, will res})ond immedia.tely and will relieve the eround 
unit. When the helicopter officE.rs make visual contact with 
the fleeing vehicle t ground unit officers will .termina te the 
pur sui t and will respond to directions from the air,craft con
cerning the location of the vehicle. All officers should be 
knowledgeable that thf~ airborne officers can pursue a fleeing 
automobile with ease and safety; the opportunity for a driver 
to elude the police is virtually eliminated and there is ab
solutely no need for ground officers to continue a high-s,peed 
pursuit through the streets. 13 

The capabilities demonstrated in this application could be very 

easily applied to other types of traffic ·violations, but with the 

• limited number of aircraft now available, the time involved can 

•• 
be better spent on other functions. As more heli,qopters. are ob

tained in some cities, a portion o,f the patrol day might very well 

be allocated to the enforcement of traffic laws. 

Inve.sti.gatl ye surveillance. Several.lands of investigative 

activi t·ies can: be conducted' from helicopters. They are well sui ted, 

• for insta.nce, to maintaining a stakeout where a criminal act is 

expected to occur. The helicopter is equally capable of ,naintaining 

a surveillanc~ of a moving vehicle. In both cas~s, the a~titude 

• maintained can be such that the aircraft remains undetected and 

the persons who are the subjects of the investi0d.tlon are not alerted • 

. Because of the length o~ time involved in many surveillance operations, 

• however, itis not practical at this. time for the helicopter to 

become heavily involved in routine criminal stakeouts. When the 

case is extremely serious in nature, or when there is f.Ul expectation 

• • '130akland Police Department,' "Information Bulletin·, n p. 4. 

• 

" 
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of immediate results, -the helicopter may prove very useful. The 

police departm€ntsof, Baltimore, Costa Mesa, california, and Wichita 

and the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department indicated that 

helicopters are used for some investigative surveillance activities 

in ,their jUrisdictio~s.14 

-Rescue and evacuatioU. A number of departments employ their 

aircraft in the rescue and evacuation of persons in need of me,dical 

• ,'attention or who are faCing i~ediate danger. The helicopter is 

particularly useful when waterways are involved j- the number of 

opportunities to rescue rersons in precarious positions may be very 

• closely related to' the amount of water in the jurisdiction. During 

its two decades of helicopter patrol, the New York City Police 

•• 
.' 

• 

• • 
• 

Department has frequently been involved in rescu~\operations.15 
The 568 miles of New York City waterfront which comprise 

ri vers, bays, marshes and the A-tlan tic Ocean off Rockaway Beach 
and Coney Island, provide an ideal operational environml:nt for 
the helicopter. Rescue of persons from disabled, burning, or 
overturned boats have been affected by helicorters; persons 
trapped on reefs by rising tides have been removed to safety, 
and persons marooned in inaccessible marshlands have been 
rescued. When rough water conditions would jeopardize the 
landing of the helicopter in performing a rescue, an electric' 
hoist operated from within the cockpit of the ship can be 
lowe'red to the victim to accomplish the rescue. 

Evacuation by means of a police helicopter has come increasingly 

to,suggest transporting persons injured in traffic' crashes to medical 

attention. Independent studies of helicopter ambulance efficiency 

,generally show that the aircraft begin to save, lives and minimize 

14Appendix A, PP. 12-13. 

l.5New York City Police r:.epartment, -attachm€'nt to helicopter 
questionnair~, p.5. ' , 

, , 
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the effects of injuries when the normal response time for ground 

vehicles exceeds 15 minutes. 16 

lJ.'he federal government recently sponsored an innovative evacu

ation program in several rural areas which may indicate the future 

of the helicopter in'evacuation. The program 

••• may have saved as many as 61 lives during its first three 
months according to th~ Department of Transportation. During 
that pLriod, it said, a total of 100 missions were flown ~-
65 of those in response to highway vehicle crashes. 17 

The Indianapolis, Indiana, Poiice Department has, used its helicopter 

fO,r evacuation of persons injured in traffic crash€..s since it began 

aerial operations in 1968. In the first two years of helicopter 

operations, police officers transported 90 persons to area hospitals 
" 

, .... ~ 

.. sufferring from accident injuries. 18 

•• 
• 

• 

• 

• ~,' 

• 

The ability of the police to participate in activities of this 

kind'is limited by the facilities available at treatment locations.' 

If there are no landing facilities at a hospital, the helicopter is 

severely restricted. Hospitals have come to realize the possible 

advantage in having a landing pad installed on the roof or in another 

are~. 

Hon tana has l( d the way in providing state a::::sistance to 
hospitals wishing to locate heliports on their grounds. Montana's 
hospital administrators are urged ,to talee adv&ntage of this pro
gram and .especially to include a heliport in any newly-planned 
hospital. It is expected that hospital heliports there will 
add substantially to the efficient handling of emergency cases, 
will :t ncrease the use of helic~)'pters ~s aerial amb.ulances, and 

. ... 

16"Helicopters Undergo New Tests as Traffic Units," The American· 
'2.ity, April, 1970, p. 58 • 

l7Insul"ance, Institute for Highway Safety, Status Report, F~bruary. 
15" 1971, p. 8. , " 

18Indianapolis, Indiana, Poli~e ,Department., survey q~estionnaire • 
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result in the saving of lives;19 

It is appar€nt tbat the full potential of the helicopter as 

an evacuation vehicle has not yet been reached. As one official 

of a national safety organization has commented: 

We still have much to learn about the use of the helicopter 
as an ambulance, but'the remarkable savings in time demonstrated 
thus far in getting the injured off the highway and into the 
hospital, using the helicopter, could prove highly significant 
in the development of future emergency medical procedures'and 
a reduction in accidental death and 'disability resulting from 
traffic crashes. 20 

Searching. Related to rescue and evacuation but often with a 

different focus is the searching operatio~. Helicopters haye been 

used frequently to search for lost persons and for criminals who 

have evaded c~pture. Helicopters can cover inaccessible areas 

much faster than officers on foot and can permit foot officers to 

concentrate their searches in areas which the helicopter cannot 

'cover.. The Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department has used its 

aircraft to~ search for ,persons missing in rugged 'areas of the county. 

• Other depa~tment~ have indicated similar uses, ruld a number have 

used helicopters to search areas in which escaped crinri.nals have 

been hiding. While the helicopter has not always produced results' 

• i teelf in criminal searches, the inhibiting effect :j. t may have on 

" 

!.', 

• 

I 

an individual's freedom of 'movement. may aid in the capture. 

A Sioux helicopter was used in support of the Devon and 
Exeter Constabulary's search for five prisoners who had escaped 
from Dartlrloor Prison. All five men were recaptured and there 
1s good eV.L . .;5.ence that the presence of the helicopter pinned 

19Howard, "When Minutes Really Count," p. 69. 

20Robert E. Hetherington, "Helicopter Ambulances and Traffic' 
ca~ualti~s," Traffic JI,'ngineerj.~, XXXVIII (August, 1968'), P. 43 • 

" 
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the men down and frustrated any attempt to get clear of the 
area. 21 

Searches conducted from helicopters in wooded areas are likely to 

be, less effective than those taldng place in the open. 

The helicopter is not of great use in wooded country, and 
if the wanted ma~.L stays still, it is possible even in 'open 
country for him to avoid detection from a helicopter. Where 
it is useful and time-saving is when the ground forces have 
the man on the move. Then he is easily spotted from the air. 
It should also be remembered that the mere presence of an-
aircraft may drive him into panic movement. 22 . 

Searches of this kind for wanted persons are per~aps more likely to 

take place in an area which is not properly the jurisdiction o~ a ~ 

ci ty police depf.\rtment, but most departmerits do have a frequent, 

need to attempt to locate persons who have committed criminal acts 
> • 

and then fled the scene on foot. There are of course more places 

to hide in the middle of a la~ge ~merican city than in an English, 

~ield, but the searching procedures are very much the same and 

have often resulted in tlie same degree of succes:::. 

Riot co.ltrol. The use of helicopters in the Watts riots of 

1965 was the impetus for the further experimentation which has led' 

to, the expanded role of the helicopter in law enforcement today. 

The heli~opter in Watts and in other usea since that time has shown 

itself to be an aerial observation platform for co~and purposes, 

an anti-sniper tool, and a deterrent to looting and vandalism • 

. '., ,Officer safety is much greater several hundred feet in ,the air, 
"h 

and. transportation of key personnel, may also be important during 

21"Helicopters," Police Research Bulletin, April, 1967, p. 4'-

22Gates» ''Helicopters for Police Use," p. 15. 
" . 
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ci viI disturbances. The most importari t of the helicopt~r' s duties 

in these situations, though, is the basic task of observation. 

Civil disturbances are very complex, fast-moving situations, and 

as was the cas~ in regard to traffic conditions, it is often im

possible to determine exactly what is talti.ng place from a ground 

position. The flexibility of the helicopter, however, permits 

instantaneous reporting of significant events and rapid response 

.' , to changing conditions; 

Special events. Special events are very similar to civil dis

turbances in several ways, but the former normally give mor.e direct. 

notice of their occurrence and are not likely to result in violence. 

The principal problem is usually congestion, ,and,~he helicopter is 

called upon to monitor the police operation involving moving the 

.~ , large number of persons into and away fr~m the ~ea. The ability 

of the helicopter in regard to this fUnction is demonstrated by 

this comment on the handling of an outdoor prayer rally in San 

Francisco in 1962,'at which some 250,000 p6rsons gathered. 23 

• 

• 

• 

The result of this helicopter-ground coordination was 
that upon concJusion of the rally the entire crowd in some 
900 buses and 40,000 automobiles funneled out of San Francisco's 
Colden Gate Park area in little more than an hour without 
a scratched fender reported. 

On a more recent note, the Kansas City Police Department uses one of 

its aircraft for coordination at Kansas City Chiefs home football 

games. P bl t th t t d t b ..' I 24 ro ems a ese even s,are repor e 0 e 1l1l.n;t.ma • 

23"Traffic' from' Crowd of 2'50,000 Cleared in One Hour by Helicopter
Ground Team," Police, January-February, 1962 11 P. 61. ' 

2~ansas City Police Department, survey questionnaire • 
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Communi ty relations. ~l~he communi ty relations value of the 

helicopter as a new weapon against crime may be significant, and 

',t.he additional publ~c service duties it performs may also be im-

portant. There is a basic need to demonstrate to the entire com-

rnunity that the 'helic?pter meets certain of their needs without 

threatening o'ther needs. In a black area, for instance, there is 

a need to show that the helicopter patrols provide faster resp'onse 

and are effective in reducing crime without posing a threat to the 

exercise of civil rights o In a white middle class area, there is a 

need to show that the helicopters are effective in providing protection 

• Without increasing the net cost to the individual. 25 Inall·areas 

• 

• 
t.,' • 

• 
'. ' 

• 

of the city people should be informed of the rat~onale behind heli-. 
copter patrol, and they should be requested to report any observations, 

, they may have as a'result of helicopter patrols. Furthermore, the 

,administration of the police department should respond promptly and 

completely to any citizen complaints which occur. Findings in most 

cities indicate that helicopter patrol has received a very warm 

reception. This is all the more reason for developing a full pro

gram to convince the community of the merit of police helicopter 

patrol, and of its significance 'in the department's overall effort 

to provide better servic& to the community. 

Aerial photography. Placing,a camera in a helicopter is perhaps 

one of the smartest moves a police administrator may make. More 

departments are realizing the multitude of uses of aerial phot~graphy, 

25Jet Propulsi<:»n Laboratory, "Vol. 2: Evlauation," p. 60. 

\ 
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and they are ,eQuipping their aircraft for these assignments. 

The value, of photography made possible through the use of heli

copters was recogniz.ed even before the 'days of Sky Knight in Los 
26' Angeles Coun ty • 

In Los Angeles County, Sheriff Peter J. Pitchess has armed 
fifteen deputies vvith the latest ill camera Equipment and has 
placed four speedy helicopters at their disposal. Anyone of 
the flying photographers can be whisked to any part of the far
reaching jurisdiction at a moment's notice. In addition to 
covering crime scenes, aerial,cameramen,'in Los Ant;eles Co'unty 
may be called on to photograph an E.scape route used by criminals, 
raids being conducted by other officers, and arrests. Whenever 
the call goes out for aerial photography, one of Pitchess' 
sky cameramen jumps aboard a helicopter and heads for the action~ 

By using the powerful searchlights now available for night 

operations in conjunction with the camera, it is possible to take 

photographs of the criminal in action. With the ~roper publicity, 

t~e camera's picture-taking capabilities would contribute greatly 

to deterring would-be robb.ers and burglars, and even looters during 

riots and other civil disord~rs. 27 With the de'V'elopment of even 

more sophisticated equipment for photographic 'purposes, it appears 

that the police may take'even greater advantage of this medium in 

future operations. 

~sportation. In an operation marked ,by the mobility of all 

participants, police and criminal, the helicopter provides a means 

of moving key personnel where they are needed with a minimmA of 

delay. Rapid transportation of these personnel is an additional 
, , 28 

benefit of' aerial patrol. Investigators, field commanders, and 

26Bob Spangler, "Cameraman in a Heiicopter," Law and Order, 
,August, 196.5, pp. 8-9. ' 

, 27Milt Valera, "Light Overcomes Darkness, If' Law and Order, 
November, 1968, p.,72. 

28Los Angele£? County Sheriff's'Department, Manual of Aerial 
patrol,. p • .5. 
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administrators who are urgently needed at some distant location 

CEtn be transported much faster than by conventional means of trans-

portation. Care must be taken to insure that the department's heli

copters do not become expensive taxis for anyi(~n.e needing a lift, 

but within reasonable limits the helicopter can save both time and 

money in this function.' 

The use of helicopterf;, just for transportation of detectives,. 
has been significant. In this area they have proven out econmic
ally, thus justifying their o1Jeration. The helicopter, by 
eliil1inating the wasted hours spent on long .drives, reduces' 
travelling time and hence reduces costs.2~ . 

Supervision. Helicopters have not been extensively used as 

• aids in superVision of personnel to date, but the potential use in 

this area is worthy of note. Supervision of groun4 officers by 

another ground officer is difficult at best. The supervisors's •• presence is normally enough to affect the subordinate's conduct 

to the point that no accurate determination of attitude and general 

performance ~an b,e made. The person be:Lng supervised is certainly 

• conscious of the fact and is likely to make every effort to put on 

• 

•• 

• • 
• 

a good show. 

By placing the supervisor in a helicopter, the ability to' 
. 

observe the actions of subordinates without actually being there 

participating in the same activity is gained. Without a supervisor 

physic~lly present, the actions of the .officers are less inllihited 

and therefore are more demonstrative ,of general performance. There 

are obvious handicaps to supervision from a helicopter, such as the 

" . 
•. ,.' t : . 

-, ~ 
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e inability to hear any conversation taking place, but the ability to 

survey the' entire,scene from the air, compensates for these short

comings. 

• 

• 

• 

In the course of these flights the supervi,sors have some
times been able to observe how their ground units comply with 
good police' procedures. In some cases ,they have used the camera 
for purposes of documentation and identification. It is believed 
by the police management that this supervisory technique has 
a favorable effect on the work of the ground units and should 
be continued.30 

, The helicopter may be useful not only ~s a general supervisory 

tool in observing the procedures of all patrol of'ficers occasionally, 

but also as a means of invGstigating specific allegations of co~tinuing 

• misconduct or derilection of duty on the part of individual officers. 

Avenues of possible use for supervisory purposes snould be further 

explored, and, if it appears feasible, occasional observation flights 

._, b~supervisory personnel shQuld become standard practice. 

• 

• 

Officer securit:y:.. The helicopter has consistently demonstrated 
, , 

,unique capabilities in providing increased protectio,n for ground 
\ officers. The situations in'which the helicopter affords an added 

;, ' safet,Y factor are numerous. ,Some of the more frequent and obvious 

types of hazardous situations 'would include the following: 

'. 
, .... 

1) criminal apprehensions in which one or two officers must 

,con trol se·veral suspects. 

~) incidents ih crowds, gather and attempt to interfere 

• w:l.th the officers. . .~.~.~' 

• 

3) suspicious the possibility of an ambush. 

3~Jet' Propulsion Laboratory, "Vol. II: Evaluation," P. 83.' 

\ ' 
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In these and other situations, the psychological and physical value 

of the helicopter,in officer protection has been widely recognized. 

, Instantly available to the ground officer's call, the 
helicopter can relay overall surveillance inf'ormation, survey 
or light up dark areas under investigation, protect the ground 
officer ,from surprise attacks, and under proper conditions even 
land to offer additional manpower assistance.31 

This assistance is particularly important in those cities which field 
, , 

primarily one-man patrol units • 

The helicopter h~s been used very successfully in covering 
for one-man patrol cars. The helicopter can often reach an 
officer requiring assistance faster than an'other unit from a 
nearby district.52 

While an element of danger is always present in patrol operations, 

the hours of darkness are the most dangerous. Of the 561 police 

officers killed by ~riminals in the 1960's, 309 were killed between 

33 the hours of 7 p.,m. and 3 a.m. In routine '~ght patrol missiot;ls, 

the searchlight equ;lpped helicopter is aiding surface units by recon-, 

noitering suspicious situations before ground patrols expose themselves.34 

Lights which'can illuminate an area as large as a football field are 

available for use by helicopter personnel in providing cover for ground 

operations. 35 

In sp~cific types of incidents involving great danger, the 

helicopter may be, used with great effect while ground officers remain 
I 

under covero The value of the helicopter in riot conditions has 

31Covina and West 00vina Police Departments, "Community Overhead 
patrol," p. 13. 

32Frank 'Dyson, Chief of Police, Dallas, Texas, classroompre~ 
,sentation, January 28, 1971. 

. . 

33FBI , Un:iform' Crime Reports 1969, pp.:44-4~. 

34Valera, "Light Overcomes Darkness," p. 72. 
, . \ 

. 3?Dyson, classroom presentatiOp • 

" 
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. already been noted, and it· is equally capable of 

1s'ola ted sniper 9r barricaded person in some s 

ling with the 

s. 

It was demonstrated that the helicopter could approach a 
barricaded house with complete safety from above, to the extent 
that tear gas could be tossed into a chimney or fired through 
the roof. ' The remarkable performance proved that the whirly
bird would be a real aid to police in the apprehension of 
criminals ahd in protecting the lives of police officers.36 

Cities which have co~ducted helicopter patrol for some time 

indicate that patrol officers recognize the additional protection 

provided by the helicopter. A Los Angeles surv~y,documents this 

point. 37 

Ninety-six percen,t of the responses were posi tive, when 
'asked if the helicopter provides any officer security. Much 
of this was in the officer-needs-assistance, or back-Up, 
category. It tends to divide the attention J?f a suspect and 
provides a psychological advantage. There is a decided ton-
dency for'suspects to cool down. In talking with suspects 
officers reported a strong ,apprehensiveness -- the feeling 
of not being able to get away once spotted. 

To take full advantage of these protE:cti ve capabilities, depart

ments.should study the types of calls which normally involve a sig-

• nificant element C?f danger to the officers and consider routinely 

0'· 

• 

.0 . 

aSSigning the. helicopter to cruise by the location of such inCidents· 
" and insure that the ground officers have the situatio~ under control. 

. . 
Assistance to other de}~rtments. Those police departments 

which have helicopters have normally been very cooperative is aSsisting 

other agencies 'in the city and other police departments in special 

9perations. The helicopter's capabilities are well suit&d to many 

36licounty Sheriff Uses Helicopter," rrhe American City, November, 
.• , 1958, P. 13. 

.... 37Elliot P. Framan ana "Robert Gaunt, "Evaluation of Helicopter 
v:!T Pa.trols," paper presented to the Third National Symposium on Law ". 

~' Enforcement Science and TecrnologYt March-April, 1970. 
\. 
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~ other functions associated with various city departments. The New 

• York City. Police Department routinely uses its aircraft for many 

non-police funct~ons.38 

e 

e 

• 

The versatility of th~ helicopter is proven by the variety 
of requests for particular serVices from agencies outside the 
Police Department: 

Aerial dusting of marshlands for mpsqu1to control (Health 
Dep~rtment). . 

Aerial photoeraphy: Furnishes Departm€nt of Corrections 
with photos of prison sites and buildings; photos of land sites 
subject to litigation for the Board of Estimate; map fire zones 
for the Fire Department; photos for Bureau of Smoke Control. 

Aerial searches for Department of Corrections in ferreting 
out escaped prisoners. 

Air-sea rescues in cooperation With U.S. Navy and Coast 
Guard. 

Cloud seeking for Department of Water Supply, Gas, and 
Electricity in watershed areas in the catskill Hountains • 

other cities report equally diverse operations fQr other agencies. 

The fire department of all municipal agencies is most likely to 

benefit from police helicopter patrol. The patrol aircraft will in 

the course of its dutie~ report some fires which had thus far gone'· 

unreported, and at the scene of a fire the command post capabilities 

j. of the helicopter are of great benefit. 

The helicopter of one police department may also prove very 

benefiCial to police operations in another jurisdiction. A number of 

e· 'the departments Which ~ere surveyed indicated that their aircraft 

were made available on occasion to assist other jurisdictions. The 

Kansas City Polic~ Department commEnted: 

e 

.' . •• 
e· 

Since the beginning of our program, our ships have been 
made available upon request to all police agencies in the 
metropolitan area. During 1969, we assisted outside agencies 

, 
; 
'. 

Police on 
Police Science, 
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a total of 51 times. These calls involved escapees, bank 
robberies, burglaries, homicides, downed aircraft, and miss
ing children.3~ 

Such uses are typical and should' be continued. 

The,spirit of cooperation and mutual assistance which can be 

promoted by loaning helicopters to othe.r departments is important, 

but it is also necessary to insure that a substantial portion of 

the helicopter's time is spEnt on routine patrol 0+ the owner .city~ 

If, a point is reached. at which another police department or ,municipal 

agEncy is continually requesting assistance and diverting the heli

copter from its normal police duties, the most practical alternative 

• is to suggest that the borrower obtain i,ts own helicopter, as it 

••• 
• " 

obviously has,demonstrated a need for helicopter ~ervices. 

Other uses. The brief treatment of several of the most common 

uses of police helicopters given here is not meant to suggest that 

other uses not covered are unimportant or unnecessary. Ra~her, the 

; need defini~ely exists for further research into each of these uses 

and for the develorment of many more types of practical applicationS. 

The Effectiveness of Polic~ Helicopter Patrol 

Departments using police helicopter patrols are unanimous in 

• their declaration of :the effectiveness of these operations, but in 

• 

• 
,~ 

• 

the absence of standards for measuring the degree of'success tt is 

difficult to determine exactly what these statements, mean. This 

section will review the experiences' of those cities which employ 

39Kansas Ci tyPo11ce Department, "Helicopters in Law Enforcement, Ii 
p. 7. 
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helicopter patrols in an effort to determine what "effectiveness" 

means and how i ~may be achieved. 

The apparent statistical effect of helicopter patrol. The 

effectiveness of heli,copter patrol is often measured in terms of 

suchfactvrs as crime rates, arrest rates, and police activity. 

The general feeling is. that helicopter patrol ret~rds or lowers 

the crime rate, that it enables more arrests to be made, and that 

it increases police activity. Most departments have not yet under

taken the thorough study pf the helicopter's eff'ect on these factors 

which would be necessary for a conclusive statement, but at least 

two such studies have been made. The first is, the Sky Knight, 

project in Los Angeles County and the other is a study of the city 
. '\ 

of Los Angeles. The r!3sults of both studies indicate that the 

g~neral stipposit~ons hold true, Th~ Los Angeles County test found: 40 

During 1966~67, the first full fiscal year after Sky 
Kn.ight, actual major crimes in the city. of Lakorood decreased 
eight per cent while crimes in the total Los Angeles County 
area increased nine per cent. 

The crime rate per 100,000 population in the city of 
Lal~ewood decreased eleven per ce~t, while the crime rate in the 
Los Angeles County area increased eight per cent. 

Total adult arrests -- felony and misdemeanor -- were 
sixty-three per cent higher in the test months of 1967 than 
they were for the same period in 1966. Total cases handled 
were thirty-two per cent higher. 

During the controlled study in the Lakewood 'area, no 
increase in manpower or other new law enforcement te~hnique 
was used except for the helicopter. 

Findings in the two test divisions in Los Angeles we're similar. 41 

Looking now at the University Division, it is observed 
. that in robbery the diviSion has had a history of always in
creaSing over the previous year, but in 196~ a decrease ..... 

and 

40Guthrie, Project Sky Knight, PP. 95-103. 

4l Jet Propulsion Laboratory". "Vol. II: .Evaluation,·" 
85-86. 

pp. 46-47 

. , 
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o'ccurred in spite of the fact that the surrounding divisions 
cortinued increasing as did the city as a whole. 

In the burglary category this does not appear to be the 
case but iri theft and auto theft and to a lesser de~ree in 
tot~l property, the change (a decrease) occurs. ' 

The changes are even more pronounced in the west Valley 
Di vision. 'rhe changes occur in the surrounding area as well 
but are more pronounced in West Valley, with the exception of 
burglary. . 

In the test divisions the resulting changes in the trends 
in the Part I Property Crimes and the number of times the actual 
offenses comnutted,were significantly lower than the predicted 
offenses can only be attributed to the helicopter patrol.opera
tions. No other changes within the police system were found 
that could account for these results. 

The operational results indicate that the helicopter-car 
patrol team affects almost three times as many arrests as the 
city as a whole per reported offense. 

The reports from 'these two areas indicate that helicopter patrol is 

capable of exerting a noticeable effect in those categor:ies which 

are viewed as being the best indicators of overai~ police effectiveness. 

,fhe deterrent effect. The feeling that the police.'helicopter 

pa trol program actually acts.; as a deterrent, to criminal activity 

is common in those departments which have' such programs. The ability 

to deter crime by reducing both the desi~e and the opportunity to 

commit a criminal act is cited as the helicopter 1 s most ou~standing 

'characteristic, and it is this ability which has caused the heli

.copter to be called the f~rst major breakthrough in police work in 

decades. MEmtion of the helicopter IS deterrent influence can be 
" 

found in many of the Written materials concerning helicopter patrol 

which have appeared. The Memphis Police Department reported:42 

Ninety-five per cent of our flying is for criminal repres
eion. And three-four,ths of this time is do~e at night. The 
helicopter and spotlight have become one of the most tremendous 
tools we have •. 

42Carl L. Harris, ."'Helicopter Works for Memphis P .. -D. , II I,aw and 
Order, February, 1970,pp. 84-85. 
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The Dade ·)unty, Florida public Safe ty Department has reported that 

43 criminal awarenes~ of the helicopter has reached a significan t level~, 

The Dade County Public Safety Department has made it policy 
,that the "chopper" will be dispatched to all crime scenes where 
descriptions of subjects and/or vehicles are available; the 
results have been,amazing. There is also one intangible benefit; 
t.he word-of-mouth message from one would-be cri.minal to another 
that he must look up as well as around has an effect that can-
not be measured. . " 

An even more significant indication of c,riminal displeasure with 

• helicopter patrol comes from Indianapolis, where the police have 
toc!()\ <:.r\m\V\Q.\S 

received threats from taB ~~*t8B to shoot down the helicopter if 

it continues' its patrols. 44 Finally, Public Administration Service I. in its 1970 report on police service in Jackson, Mississippi, made 

the following comment in reconunending that the city consider a 

~,. 

i 

• 

• 

• 

'. ~" 
• 

, \ 

he11copi:er program in the future :45 

perhaps the most important impact of helicopter patl:"ol is 
its deterrent effect on potential criminals and the reassurance 
it provides concerned citizens. It is of course impossible to . 
accurately estimate'either effect, but the possibility that a 

, police helicopter may be hovering overhead looking for suspicious 
action is one which should be given increasing conSideration by 
criminal offenders and by persons concerned Vii th their own . 
s&fety and security. 

The police have thus come to place great Significance on an effect 

which cannot actually be measured directly, and may be only indirectly 

shown in reduced crime rates. While this in no way detracts from 

the capabili t,ies of a helicopter patrol program, it does demonstrate 

the importance of subjective jude;ments to the success of the operation. 

43Ralph Page, "Well-Equipped Chopper Gets Results," Law and Order, 
February, 1970, p. 92. ' 

, 44Indianapolis, Indiana, Police Depa~tment, survey questionnaire. 

45pubiic Administration Service" Jackson. Mississippi. Pol~ 
Department: A Survey Report, (Chicago:, Public Administration' 
Service, 1970), p. D-7. 
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Deployment for maximum effectiveness. Although the helicopter 

is capable of performing any number of tasks eff"4licti vely, it 'would 

appear reasonable to expect that the level of effectivenes's would 

vary a.mong the possible alternatives. That is, the helicopter would 

not 'perform all tasks equally well" and it would be more suited to 

some activities than to others. The limited amount of information 

ava5.1able indicates that there are certain operations in whic4 the 

capabilities of the heJicopter are more likely to be brought into 

play with a positive result. 

In regard to criminal activities, the helicopter is .more likely 

• to be successfully involved when the following coudi tions al"e present: 

·e 
1) The crime must be reported to the polic~,soon after it 

occurs, or it may be reported in progresl? 

2) An element of mobility on the part of the perpetrator of 

the offense is involved, requiring him to move into the open. 

3) The police are given a physical description of the perpe-

• trator or of a vehiele used or prol')erty t'a.ken. 

With these conditions as guidelines, it would appear that 

~uch offenses as fraud, forgery, and narcotics violations would 

• not be particularly susueptible to either deterrence or enforcement 

by the helicopter. Such offenses as murder, assault, and other 

crimes of violence would be subject primarily to enforcement efforts, 

• assuming the spontaneity of these offenses renders them less subject 

to deterrence, and also assuming that many of these offenses occur 

• .' 
• 

indoors. 

The types of offenses most affected by both, deterrent and 

enforcement efforts Would appear to be the crimes against property 

, .. 
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offenses of burglary, ·auto ~heft, vandalism, and to a lesser extent 

larceny, and the ,personal offense of robbery, which is directed 

toward acquiring property. Ea.ch of these, with the possible ex

ception of vandalism, requires .an element of premeditation. Each 

'. offense is serious enough to b:e reported immediately upon discovery, 

and in each case the offendE'Y:' would normally leave the scene of the 
" . 

offense immediately after completing the act. The great majority 

of the property offenses and robberies committed either occur in 

the open or involve movement from the open into .a building ·and then 

back into the open again. In each cage except va.ndalism, physical 

• property will be in the posseSSion of the' off~mder immediately after' 

he l'eaves the scene of the crime. 

~xperiences in helicopter -patrolled cities appear to bear out 

the conclusions based on this analysis of crime. characteristics. 

The results of the study in the city of Los Angeles cited previously 

indicate that the helicopter patrol was most effective against rob-

• bery, auto theft and theft in the West valley Division and against 

robbery and auto theft in the Un:L versi ty Division. 46 For.those 

departments which returned ,the: survey questionnaires, .th~ offenses 

• of burglary, robbery, and,auto theft were those most of ten 'cited as 

being most effectively controlled by helicopter pa.trol. 47 When'the 

amount"of increase'of each.of these offenses in the past decade is 

• considered, the e.ffectiveness of the helicopter tal'>:es. on 'addi tional 

significance. In the period from 1960 through 1969, burglary underwent 

• •• 
• 

46Jet Propulsiorl ,Laboratory, !liVol •. II: Evaluation," p" 85. 

47Table 3-E of' Appendix A lists most effective uses • 
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a 92.g';6 increase (on the basis of number of offenses per 100,000 

,inhabitants), auto theft a 137.8% increase, and robbery a 146.1% 

increase. 48 'It i~ apparent from these figures that conventional 

pol:.tce methods have not had a great deal of success in deterring 

these acts, and with the overall crime clearance rate down by some 

34% over the same per:i:od, apprehension efforts have been a'lmost 

as unsuccessful. With the success the helicopter has had in ~egard 

to these offenses in mind, ,they should head any list of priorities 

developed to guide the activities of the helicopter patrol unit. 

Deternunation of usefulness in performing criminal or public 

service activities is certainly no simple t."lsk, and each department 

which employs helicopters should make a careful ~~udy of each type 

of use in establishing priorities. Each incident in which a heli-

copter is used should be noted, the success or failure of the operation 

determined, and the factors involved in success or failure evaluated. 

It would th,Us be possible to determine wl:1at types (;)f. incidents 'the 

helicopter wiJ_l contribut~ the most to ,and what conditions should 

exist for the helicopter to be assigned to cover a particular in

cident. In a British helicopter patrol experiment which was conducted 

along these lines, the most pr,oducti ve uses of the helicopter were 

found to be s6arches for missinG persons? for suspects, and for 

prison escapees. The least productive operations were routine patrol 

• and crowd control. 48 This ,evaluation was concern~d primarily with 

the usefulness in terms of cost, and such intangible factors as 

•• 48ostler, "Heli'copters: Their Use in Police Work," p. 12 • • ' 
• 
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crime prevention, reassurance to the public, and improved police 

morale. 49 · A si,milar eval~ation of American police helicopter opera

tions would prove most interesting. 

Several conditions other than the s1?ecific uses of the heli-

coptor have important consequences for overall effectiveness. The 

British experiences demonstrated that:50 

••• any helicopter service provided for the police must s,atisfy 
a set of cOnditions which can now be fairly clearly defined. If 
th8S~" cOllC'Htiolls D.ra not satisfied, the service is not, likely 
to be of ereat operational value. With an expensive piece of 
equipmAnt of this kind, it is clear that the scale of issue must 
be such that full utilisation is achieved. Equally, since the 
cost of the sy9 tem grows rapidly with load-carrying capacity, 
l.t is essential to keep the individual machine as small as is 
compatible with meeting the vast bulk of the demand, A third 
major influence to be. taken into account when specifying a 
system will be the reaction time -- that is,_. the, mean time 
between ordering up. the machine and its arrival on tlte scen~. 

The scale of use, as' distinct from the types of use, is also very 

important to the' tota~ effect. 

The optimal benefits of the helicopter in police work 
will occur only if sufficient geographical area is involved, 
and the level of called for police services (number and type) 
is moderate to large.51 

It is probable also that as th'e use of the helicopter in police 

work becomes more commonplace, its role will become more clearly 

defined, and this in itself may have a Significant effect on the 

level of effectiven~ss~ 

While it is recognized that "on-view" patrol has certain 
values, and that or~ginal observations may very well initiate 
important activities, it is suggested, that patrols should be 
primarily ~ oriented and that a far greater amount of patrol 

49Ibid., p. 13 • ,-
50Ibid., p. 14. 

. 5~Guthrie, Project Sky Knight, p~ 13,6 • 
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time should be on a spE.cifically assigned basis rather than 
.in merel! orbiting around the patrol area.52 , 

i r~c~nt programouiline reflects this orientation. 53 

It is not intended that the helicopters will be used for 
·rnadom patrol as has been the practice in many other cities 
which have used such vehicles; rather, all flight plans will 
be formulated with clearly defined objectives. 

What is suggested by this emphasis on a definite plan of action is 

that helicopter patrol C-9.n be m~de more effective through a ca.reful 

• analysis of all factors influencing operations, with aSSignment of 

the airc~aft being b~sed on the results of the analysis. , The expec

tation 1s that the need for helicopter services can be predicted in 

• advance, and 'the schedule and flight pattern can be arranged to meet 

the predicted need. If this does in fact occur, ~he effectiveness 
, 

of the helicopter'program must be increased • •• 

. "." , , 

. . . ,~ 

52Ibid., p 133. 

•• 530akland Police Department, "Information Bulletin," p. 1 • 

•••• ., • t 

.' 
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Chapter VII 

Conclusion 

Helicopter p~trol operations in American cities have proven 

to be an innovative and practical method of providing an increased 

level of police service to the community. Helicopter patrol does 

have its limitations; it must be recognized that some patrol activi

ties are not capable of being handled ef.fectively'by aircraft. 54 

Although airborne patrol does not replace ground patrol, it can 

replace (individual) ground units under c-ertain coridi tions 'due to 

its ability to provide both intense coverage, and, isol.ated area 

coverage effectively and economically. 55' From th'e demonstrated.' -

results of heli~opter ,pa~rol thus. far, .it,seem~,clear that further 

expansion of helicopter patrol in terms of both users and responsi~ 

bilities is likely to occur. 

A city' considering the,initial implementation of a helicopter 

patrol .program should not be dissuaded by the cost factors involved, 

. but should proceed to rationally evaluate its need' for helicopter' 

patrol in light of the contribution to the overall service level 

, the program would be expected to provide. In a city which already 

maintains a helicopter patrol operation, the need exists for con

tinuing evlauat:.on of the program to determine 1 ts effectiveness. 

The responsibilities of the helicopter unit should be very carefully 

54Gltthrie, Project Sky Knight" p. 132. 

55Pomona.,po11ce Department, '''H.A.L.O.,'' p. 6 • 
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delineated, and the accomplishments of the program should be reviewed 

to determine if ~atrol should be expanded. Both the community and 

the police organization should be kept fully advised of the operation 

of the program, and every effort sQ,ould be made to gain comp~_l3te 

'. . support for the program. . To gain the acceptance and widespread use 

necessary to status as. a routine patrol vehicle, the helicopter 

most of all requires the guidance and vision of enlight.ened po;Lice 

• adndnistrato~s, who are willing to experiment, to innovate, and to 

try new approaches to solving continuing problems$ In. both criminal 

deterrent and enforcement activities and public service activities, 
" 

.•. ' the helicopter appears to be capable of contributing significantly 

to an impr~ved level of services. ,In a day of in~reasing crime 

I 
:~" .,.." 

• 

l 

I 
• 

-, 

rates and an expansion of police respons:i.:bili ties, .the potential 

of routine police helicopter operations should be fully exploited • 
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Appendix A 

The Helicopter Patrol Survey . 

Although the use of the helicopter as a police patrol vehicle 

has spread rapidly within recent years, there has been only a minimum 

of information gathered and disseminated regarding the nature and 

types of helicopter patrol programs in operation. Several departments 

.. have reported on their own experiences with helicopters, but an in-depth 

survey of police helicopter patrol programs has not yet been completed o 

This is in all l')l:'obabili ty (J.ue to the newness of the great majority of 

such programs; widespread use of helicopters for police patrol has only 

come about in the past three years. 

The number of users has grown to' such an extent, however, that a 

preliminary survey of helicopter patrol as an American police patrol 

method can very readily be conducted. The survey which is the subject 

of this report was undertaken to bring tog€ther information concerning 

on-going helioopter patrol programs. It is hoped that the information 

contained in the report will be beneficial· to those departments already 

operating or considering the operation of helicopter programs, as well 

as.to individuals who may also have some interest in the subject. , 
Included in the report are a basic survey information table and an 

\ 

analysis of responses to each question in the survey questionnaire 

. which wa.s used. 

The Helicopter Questionnaire and Survey Base 

The questionnaire used in the survey which forms· the basis of this 

.. 
--.--------
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report was developed in November, 1970.· Questions were included , ' 

wbich would gather 'data in the following areas: 

1) The background of the program. This includes the program 

starting date and the number of helicopters. 

2) Demographic and operational considerations. Included here are 

such matters as hours of operation, normal altitude, areas of the city 

covered, and special police equipment. 

3) Personnel adnti.nistration. Included are questions concerning 

pay, training, and status of pilo~s and observers, and total number of 

personnel assigned to the helicopter program. 

4) Program administration. This rather broad category contains 

questions concerning responsibility for the unit's operation, expenses . , "', 

involved in maintaining the program, methods used to acquaint other 

• •.... 'members, of the department and the public with helicopter patrol, and 

the reaction of the police and the community to helicopter patrol. . 

5) Uses and usefulness. Questions conoern the various uses of the 

e· helicopter, the uses in which it is most effective, and the overall 

effectiveness of helicopter operations. 

The survey does not include questions about the hardware itself; 

• such information is readily available from commercial sources., 

When the sQ~vey form had been completed, it became necessary to, 

determine what departments would be surveyed. There are departments 

• at all levels of government--municipal, county, state, and federal, .:, 

w~ch use helicopters, but the municipal ,programs normally influence 

, the most concent,rated numbers of persons and are more likely to involve 

helicopters serving as general purpose patrol vehicles. ]'Qr these 

reasons the decision was made to focus on municipal police departments 
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and those county departments which serve essentially urban areas. 
" . 

Lacking a pre-pre'pared list of such departments, various periodical 

publications, advertisements, and other sources were reviewed to 

make the survey representative. A list of 36 departments which 

either had at the time'or would soon have a helicopter patrol program 

was compiled. Table 1· contains all departments which were sent 

survey questionnaires. Thirty-four are municipal agencies, and 

two are county sheriff's departments. The .list is amnittedly in

complete; that is, there are several other cities which operat,e 

continuing helicopter patrol programs, bu~ no information was avail'

able which indicated the existence of these programs at the time 

the survey was formulated. 

Survey Response and the Final Data Base 

Thirty-three questionnaires were originally sent out in December, 

1970. By February, 1971, twenty-six forms had been returned. The 

Seven departments which had not responded were sent another question

naire and cover letter, and three other cities were added to the 

base and sent their first questionnaires. By early March an ad

·ditional five returns had been made, raising the total to thirty-one. 

Of the five departments which did not return the questionnaires sent 

them, three - San Antonio, Atlanta, and Seattle - were still develop~ 

ing their programs and may not have actually begun operation at the 

. time the survey was conducted. The Santa Monica Police Department 

responded with a letter but did not return the q~estionnaire. One 

departmont, Chicago, did not'respond early enough to be included in 

the final base • 

When the thirty-one replies Which were received were evaluated,,' 

it was determined that six of these-could not be used in the fina~ 

data base. Two cities, ~ochester and Cleyeland, do not noW operate 
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Table 1 
Departments Surveyed 

Anaheim, California 
At.lanta, Georgi'a 
Bal timore , t1uryland 
Bell Gardens, California 
Chicago, Illinois 
Cleveland, Ohio 
Costa Mesa, california 
Dallas, Texas 
Denver, Colorado 
Downey; california 
Fort Worth, Texas 
Honolulu, Hawaii 
Houston, 'l'exas 
Huntington Beach, California 
Indianapolis, Indiana 
Jacksonville, Florida 
Kansas City, Missouri 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
Long Beach, California 
Los Angeles, California 
Los Angeles County, Califo'rnia 
Memphis, Tennessee , 
Newport Beachi California 
New York, New York ' " 
oakland, California 
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania 
Rochester, New York ' 
San AntoniO, Texas 
San FranciSCO, California 
San Mateo County, California 
Santa Monica, California 
Seattle, Washington, 

, Tampa, Florida 
Washington,D. C.' 
Whittier, california 
Wichita, Kansas 
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Table 2 
Final Survey Base 

Anaheim, California 
Baltimore, Maryland 
Costa Mesa, California 
Dallas, Texas ' 

.Denver, Colorado 
Fort Worth, Texas 
Honolulu, Hawaii 
Houston, Texas 
Huntington Beach, California 
Indianapolis, Indiana 
Jacksonville, Florida 
Kansas City, Missouri . 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
Long Beach, California 
Los Angeles, California 
Los Angeles County, California 
Memphis, Tennessee 
N~wport Beach, California 
New Yorlt, New York 
Oakland, California 
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania 
San FranciSCO', California 
San Mateo County, california 
Tampa, Florida 
Wichita"Kansas 
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~ a helicopter patrol program although they do anticipate b~ginning 

• such a program in the near future. Downey and Whittier, california, 

have helicopter patrol contracts with the Los Angeles County Sheriff's 

Department, and the information included in these questionnaires 

• would be duplicative e C,ne other city which formerly contracted with 

the Los Angeles County. Sheriff's Department for helicopter patrol, 

Bell Gardens, has dropped its contract and is apparentlY'in t~e 

• process of developing its own helicopter program. The sixth city, 

Washington, D.C., is still in the training stage of its program and 

could not respond to enough of the qu.estions to. be included in .the 

• final base. 

Of the twenty-five departments which are li~~ed in Table 2 and 

included in the final data base, thirteen had been operating their 

programs for less than one year at the time questionnaires wer~ first 

sent out, and this lack of experience should of course bE tw{en into 

account. Three of the oi ties - Anaheim, Baltimore, and Jacks.onville-

• Duval County - were not yet completely operational, but had operated 

• 

helicopter patrols for a period of several months and could reply t,o 

most questions on the basis of this training experience. 

The Survey Find:Lngs 

Several comments are necessary to ·understand and interpret the' 

information in the five parts of Table 3. Throughout the table an 

• effort has been made to record the exact responses received. In: 

• • 
some cases this has not been possible, and a word or phrase has been 

used Which is different from the exact response. The meaning in 

no case has been altered by this substitution. When the' respondent 

has failed to answer a particular inquiry~ this is indic~ted by the. 

words "not given" or the' abbreviation "n.g." In some cases further 

). 

'. 
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explanation of a table entry is needed; each entry requirj.ng additional 

comment is marked by an asterisk (*). A section is included at the end 

of the table which lists the cities in alphabe.tical order and contains 

the ex:planations indicated in the table i tsel!. It is quite possible 

that some respondents failed to reply completely to ea.ch inquiry. 

, This would result in data ~ppearing the table which only partially 

describes the actual s~tuation. This is especially true conce:rning 

those questions involving special equipment, public relations methods, 

and the duties performed by helicopter personnel'. RE;a11stically, 

,no department could be credited w1tp. any response other than that 

specifically made, and this may in some cases result in inaccuracy. 

, . 
JOI;5' • "I • 
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Table 3-A ,. BACKGRODND OF MUNICIPAL POLICE HELICOPTER PROGRAMS 

• 1 Y70 Census Year Number of 
_Cit;y: ,. 

0" '.,.: ;Popula tion' ,-.. ;, Begun Helicopters 
Anaheim, Cal,~"", +66~7Ql 1970 2 

· 1309.1 timore, <'i~~) 905,759 ' 1971 '3 
; /' 

• ',-->' Costa Mesa" Cal. 72 ,660 1970 2 

Dallas, Tex. 844,401 1970 3 

Denver, Colo. 514,678 1968 2 · , Forth Worth, Tex. 393,476 1968 1 

Honolulu, Ra. 324,871 1970 1 

Houston, Tex. 1,232,802 ,.1970 3 

• 1969 Hun tington Beach, Gal. 115,960 2 

Indianapolis, Ind. 447.624 1968 ' . 1 

~.sonvi.11e, Fla. 528,86,5 1971 . 2 . '. ' 

Ka.nsas City, Ho. 507,087 1968 6 

Las Vegas, Nev. 125,787 1969 3 
Long Beach~ Cal. 358;633 1968 3 • Los. Angeles, . Cal. 2,816,061 1956 9 

I Los Atige16s County, Cal. 7,032,075 1 1955 14 

Memphis, Tenn. 623,530 1970 2 

• Newport Beach, Cai~ 49,422 1970 2 

New York, N.Y. 7,867,760 1948 7 
, 

Oakland, Cal. 361,561 1970 2 

• Pittsburg, Fa. 520,117 1969' 1 

San Francisco, Cal. , 715,674 1968 1 

San Mateo County, Cal. 556,2341 1970 2 

• y, Fla. 277,767 1970 '2 

Wichita, Kan. 276,;54 1970 2 

lIncludes all persons *~Vine;, *!l ?~Ul1r.y, including cities listed in table. • 
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Table 3-B 
HELICOprrER OPERATIONAL CONSIDERA'rrONS 

.----------------------~~~~~-----,~~~~-Normal -Normal 
Duty Hours Altitude Fa trol Area A •. SpEocial EquipmentL City 

( - , 
Anaheim, Cal, 1800-0200 D-500 :Entire city X xx 

N-700 . 
• Bal ti~ore, Mary. Varies 500-600 Entire city* X X X X X 

costa Nesa, Cal. 1100-0300 D-500 Entire city X X X X X IX 
N-700 

Dallas~ Tex" Continuous D-500 Entire city* X X X X 
N-600 

• Denver, Colo. Varies* 600 Entire city X X } X 

Fort Worth~ Tex. 1900-2400* 800-1000 Entire .city X X X X 

Honolulu, Ha. 1800-0200 D-500-600 Primarily X X X X 

~ouston, 
N-700-900 Metropolitan 

X X X X Tex. 0900-0300 D-500 Entire city 
N-800 • 

Huntington Beach, Cal. 0900-0300 D-500 Entire city ) X X X X X x 
N-700 ' , 

Indianapolis, Ind., Varies* D-500 Entire city X X X X 

",.sonvi11e, 
N-700 

Fla. Continuous 300-1000 Primarily non- X 
residential 

Kansas City, Mo. Continuous D-500 Primarily N OT G I V E 
• 

N 
N-700 Metropolitan· 

Las Vegas, Nev. 1000-0200 500-800. Entire city X X X X 

ong Beach, Cal. 1100-0300 D-500 Entire city ., X X ..< x 

Los Angel es , Cal. 0700-0200 
N-700 
800-1000 3 of 17 police XX 11< X X X X 

divisions 
LOS Angeles County, Cal. 0800-0300 500 Entire county X X XX X XX 

emphis, Tenn" Continuous 500-700 Entire city, X XX X 

N ewpor,t Beach, 
,high crime areas 

ix ~ 'Cal. 0800-0300 500-700 En tire .ci ty X XX X 

New Yorkp N.Y. 0600-2100 500* Entire city, X Xl) X 

Oakland, Cal. 1300-2300 500 
waterways 

}: Entire city, X XX 

Pittsburg, high crime areas 
Pa •. 1000-0200 500 Entire city X X X 

• 
Sa.n Frand,sco ,. Cal. 1000-1800 1200 Entire city XX X ] X. 

an Mateo County, Cal. 1000-0200 D-500 Entire county ~ XX X .a, N-700 
Ix Fla. Continuous 500 Entire city XX X 

Wi. chi ta, Kan~ 1300-1700* D-400-500 Entire city X XX X 
N-500~600 

• . lOnlY that equipment ment10ned,specifica,lly by the city ';s 1. ... l.sted., ... 
, . 
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Table 3-C 

Ii HELICOPTER PROGRAM PERSONNEL ADMINIS'I'RATION 

• Sworn or Extra Rate or Observors 
--.m.t~ J2ersonlle~ ~ilots Civilian . fail . Amount and st~tus 
Anaheim, Cal. 5 4 Sworn Yes 5% n.g. 

Baltimore, Mary. 5 2 Sworn Yes Sgt" 2 permanent • • • 

. salary* 
Costa Mesa, Cal. 6 3 Sworn Yes 10% 3, n.g. 

Dallas, Tex. 13 7 5 SWorn Y~s $lOO/mo .. 4 permanent 
2 Civ. 

Denver, Colo. 4 4 Sworn Yes $80/mo~ . I n •g• 
e

F torth Worth, Tex. 4 * Civilian Yes $300/mo. 2 permanent 
2 rotative ; 

Honolulu, Ra. 12* 2 Civilian Yes n.g. 3 permane'n t ' 

HOllston, Tex .. 16 8 Swo:r:n 
7 part-time 

No ·8 rotative • • B.each, Cal. 7 4 Sworn Yes 11.5% 3 Huntington permanent 

Indianapolis, Ind. 3* 3 Sworn No n. g • 

. JE,cksonville, . Fla. 11 11 Sworn No* No set numbe 

·.11sa6 Ci ty, Mo. 
rotative 

20 10 Sworn Yes lOO,,{, 10.rotative 
, 
i Las· Vegas, Nev. 8 8 Sworn Yes $40/mo. n. g. 
I 
I I Long Beach, Cal. 7 7 Sworn Yes n.g. n. g. 

eLOs Angeles, Cal. 20 * Sworn Yes $407/mo. n.g. , I Yes :. 
permanent 

Los Angeles County, Cal. 30 * Sworn Varies* n. g. , 
:permanJmt 

Memphis, Tenn. 13 12 Sworn No --- nog. 
e Newport Beach, cal. 6 3 Sworn Yes lOO,,{, 3 rotative 

, 
. Nevi York N. Y .• ) 34 19 Sworn Yes $400/yr. n.g. 

e\ 

I Oakland, Cal. 6 6 Sworn Yes 5% nog. 
ie Pa. 2 2 Sworn No j .. Pittsburg, n. g .• 
ri 

6 
ij 

San Francisco, Cal. 5 Sworn No --- n.g. 

~an Mateo.County, cal. 18 6 Sworn Yes $1.75/ 12 rotative 
e' flt. hr. 
~pa" Fla. 9 * Sworn Yes n.g. n. g. 

. chi ta, Kan. 6 4 Sworn .No n.g.· 

, , 
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Table 3'-D.l 

e Hr~.LICOPI'ER PROGRAI1 AD:viINISfJ.lEATION 

.--------------------~--~--~--~~~~~~--~~~~~~----~~--~ l!1unctional Initial Hourly 1 Departmental Department's 
___________ -=D;;,;:i;..:v:..;i:.::s:..:i;;.::o~n::..,_...;:F __ ' i;.:n~a~n~c:::.:l.=-· n~g"",, -::,;::.:.:c:::n13 ej~~Tr~ininK Pr_o gram ~eac tion 
Anaheim, Cal. 

Baltimore, Mary. · : 

Operations Internal ~,,,;;,OO .Yes - demonstra- Favorable 

Costa Hesa" cal., 

Dallas, Tex., 

Denver, Colo. -Fort Worth, trex. 

Honolulu, Ha. 

Tactical 

Uniform 

Operations 

Patrol 

TlTot a par,t 
of dept.* 
Patrol 

Houston, Tex. Traffic 

-Huntington.Beach, CaL patrol 

Indianapolis, Ind. 

~acks~nville, Fla. 

-Jilsas City, Mo. 

,Las Vegas, Nev. 

Long Beach, Cal. -Los Angeles, cal. 

. : 

Planning & 
Research 
Patrol 

'Patrol 

Uniform 

patrol 

Tactical 
, Operations 

Los Angeles County, ca.l. patrol 

Memphis, Tenn. 

-Newport Beach, Cal. 

New York~ N.Y .. 

Oakland, caL 

·Pi ttsburg, pa. 

San Francisco, Cal. 

Patrol 

Patrol 

Emergency 
Services 
Patrol 

Special 
Operations 
n.g. 

San Mateo County, 

-~pa, Fla. 

Cal. Patrol 

'., 

mhi ta, , Kan. 

Opera ti,ons 

Operations 

Is./pur. tion flights 
LEAA- 1~53.37 Yes - in-service 
internal 
Internal 
ls./pur. 
Internal 
ls./pur. 
l,ease & 
purchase 
Lease* 

Internal 
lease 
Internal 
J.s ./pur., 
Internal 
liurchb.se 
Internal 
lea8e'lt
Internal 
purchase 
n. g. 

.$21.50 

$23.50 

$35.00 

$30.00 

$23.50 

$22.50 

t~18. 50 

'!P90.00 
(salary) 
$23.00-
$30.00 
$23.25 

1 LEAA $25.00 
2 Tn ternal ,,,' ~,.' , 
Internal $26.00 
purchase 
Internal 
purchase * 
3 LEAA* $73.00 

11 In ternal (sal.) 
I F.ederal * 
1 Internal' 
In ternal :~25. 65 
ls./pur. 
Internal 
purchase 
Internal $~5.00 
Is./pur. 
Interna.l 

* 

rental 
Internal 
ls./pur. 
Internal 
purchase' 
Federal
Internal 
Internal- $18.00 
Federal 

$105.00 
(sal. ) 

$33.00 

$29.85 

$23.50 

Yes - in-service 
& demo flights 
Yes - one short 
program 
Yes 

Yes - demo rides 
and recruit 
Yes 

Yes - roll call 

Yes - demo rides 

Yes·- recruits 
only 
Not yet fully 
developed 
None 

Yes - demo rides 
Tor key,offit~rs 
Yes ~.demd~rides 
available 
Yes - roll call* 

Yes - demo rides 

Yes - demo rides 
available 
Yes - in-s'ervice 

I 

None 

Yes - .information 
bulletin' 
None 

Yes - demo rides 

Yes - demo rides 

Yes - demo rid.es 
available 
Yes - demo rides 

• !Unless indica,ted, does not include salary of pilots or observors. 

Favorable 

Nixed, ilow,!~ 
favorable 
Very 
favorable, 
Hostly 
favorable 
Very 
favorable 
Nixed, mostly 
favora.ble 
Favorable 

Nixed to 
favorable 
Favorable 

Nixed to 
favorable 
Favorable 

Hixed, now 
favorable 
Very 
favorable 
Very 
f9,vorable I 

Very 
favorable 
Very 
favorable 
Very i 

favorable 
Unknown, si7 
too large 
General 
approval 
Readily 
accepted 
Very 
favorable 
Very 
favorable 
Readily 
accepted, 
Very 
favorable 
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.i • . City .. 
Anaheim, cal. 

. Balt.imore, Mary. 

·Costa Mesa, Cal. 

Dallas, Tex. 

Denver, Colo. 

~ort W~rth, Tex. 

Honolulu, Ha. 
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Table 3-D.2 

HELICOP'rER PRO GRAN. ADMINISTRATION (cont.) 

• ;, Public Reaction S.ourc,e. of· Opposition . 
Favorable None thus 'far 

Acceptance None noted 

Some complaints, Noise 
mostly good 
Acceptance None noted 

Very little 
opposition 
Good 

Good 

Noise 

None noted 

None noted 

x 
X 

X X X X' 

X X 

X 

x X 

Houston, Tex. Complete None noted X X 
acceptance 

~untington Beach, cal •. Excellent 

Indianapolis, Ind. 

Jacksonville, Fla. 
· (.---- . 

~tlLas City, Mo. 

. Las Vegas, Nev. 

Long Beach, Cal .. 

-tos Angeles, Cal. 

Very good 

n •. g~" . ....'::) i.''J' 

Good 

Favorable'; 

Excellent 

.Polls show 89% 
. . in favor 

Los Angeles County, Cal. Great 

,Memphis, Tenn. 

'ewport Beach, Cal. . 
New York, N~ Y •. 

Oakland, Cal. 

'ittsburg, Fa. 

S?n Francisco, cal. 

acceptance· . 
Widely 
accepted 
Well received 

Generally 
favorable 
n.g. 

Excellent 

, Well accepted 

San Mateo County, Cal., Favorable 

'rz, Fla. 
wiW1 ta, Kan. 

• 

Readily 
accepted 
Very good 

A few noise com.plaints X X X X 

None noted 

None noted 

Opposition from militan 
groups 
None noted 

Some small groups and 
opposed individuals 
Minimal complaints 

Militant groups and 
criminals 
Noise EAt night 

None noted 

None noted 

None noted 

None noted 

None noted 

None noted 

Occasional noise, or 
.. light 
\ , 

x 

X 

X X 

g. 

x ..• 

X X X 

X 

XX 

X 

.------~ .• ~- ... --.. _ .. -
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Table 3-E 

HELl COPTER UfjES .AND USEFULNESS 

Overall Plans for 
City 

Anaheim» Ca:).. 

. Greatest 
Effectiveness Ef f e c ti ven est. .;,:;E:,;:,y.:J;' p;::::&::!:'n~s::.:i;;:.o:.:;n=-,r=D:.::u::..:tri:.:e:.;:s:r=p:.....;e;;.;:rrf:....:o;;.;:rm:.r-e.:..d-T-_ 

i, 

Baltimore, Mary. 

• costa Mesa, Cal. 

Dallas, Tex. 

Denver, Colo. 

• Fort Worth, Tex. 

Honolulu, Ha. 

Burglary, auto n.g. 
theft, robbery· 
n •. g. Undetermined 

Routine patrol Adequate 

Burglary 8c'-' .. robi-~~"Exceeding 
bery '" . '~'l)i exp'ectations. 
Burglary and Very effective 
robbery but costly 

None 

None 

None 

Yes-add 3 
slups . ". 
None 

Night patrol Effective in Yes-add a 
with spotlight all operations Ship & cr~ 
Part I offenses Too early to Yes-add 2 

• tell ships 
Houston, Tex. Robbery, autb Exceeding all· Yes-add 2 

• theft, burglary expectations ships 
Huntington Beach, Crimes against Very success.\! Yes-add to 

Cal:: \.. rroperty ful functions 
Indian~polia, Deterrent, to n. g. Yes-add' 3 

Ind. street crime ships 
J~~ksonville, Deterren t Cannot yet be Yes-add 4 

•• 'la. appraised ships* 
'·.sas Cj.tY',· Mo. Auto theft n.g. n.g. 

x X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

Xii X* x* 

X 

Las Vegas, Nev. Burglary, rob
bery, prowlers 
Robbery, auto 
theft, burglary 
Burglary, auto 
theft, robbery 
Robbery, burgla
ry, prowlers 
Deterrent 

Highly produc- Yes-not X 

Long Beach,' Cal. 

• 

• 

Los Angeles, 
Cal. 

Los Angeles 
County, Cal. 

Memphis, Term. 

Newport Beach, 
Cal •. 

Unlmovrn 

tive definite 
Excellent None X x 
Extremely Yes-not X X* 
valuable definite 
Very successful Yes-not X X 

definite 
Very effective Yes- add I X x 

X 

! New York, N. Yo Nighttime pred
atory crimes 
Robbery, burgla~ 
ry in progress 
Supplementing 

. No overall 
evaluation 
Generally 
good 
Satisfactory 

Ship 
Yes-add 3 
pilots 
Yes-more X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

. Oakland, Cal. 

·Pi ttsburg, Pa. 
ground units 

San Francisco, Pursuits, riots, 
cal. burglary 

San Hateo County, Crimes against 
• . cal. ' property 
"'Ipa, Fla. Burglary, rob-

.' bery 
. chi ta, Kan. Pursui ts, : au to 

and criniinal 

• 

patrol time . 
None X 

Effecti ve, lim~ Unlmown X 
ited'by cost 
Very good ' Yes-n.g. X 

Very effective 

Very effective 

Extremely 
effective 

. , 

Yes-not 
definite 
Yes-not 
definite 
Yes-add I 
ship 

X 

x 
x 

X 

x 

X X 

X X 

X X X 

X X X 

X X x: 

X X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X X 

X* x* JC* 

X X X 

X X X 

x* x* X 

X* 

x* 

x X X x* 

x X X 

X X X X* 

X ,X X ' x* 

X X 

X X 

x X X· 

I 

1<'; it .. 

X* 

x* 
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~_, Explanation of Responses Marked in Table 3 

--timore, Naryland 0' 

• Table 3-B: Dovmtown ar.ea is note:J;Ctensivel'y, patrolled because of' high 
altitude necessary. 

Ta'ble 3-C: Pilots have a graduated scale somewhat higher than a patrolman 
but not exceeding the top sergeant's pay. 

• 
Table 3-E: Other uses include special events, harbor pa~~ol, and investi

gative uses. 

Costa Mesa, California 
, Table 3-D.2: The department also uses fixed ,displays in public locations. 

Table 3·-E; Other uses include investigative surveill&.nce. ' 

Dallas, Texas 
• Table 3-B: Helicopters respond to calls in downtown area on emergency baSis 

only. 
Table 3-E: Dallas also makes its helicopters available to other city 

departments. 

Denver, Colorado 
• Table 3-B: Helicopters are used for traffic surveillance from 0700-0800 

and 1600-1730, but do not folJ.ow l~egular hours otherwise. 

Fort 'Worth, Texas , 
Table 3-B: Helicopters are also used for 

~0-0900 and 1600-1800. 
~' Table 3-C: The number of civilian pilots 
apparently no sworn police pilots. 

Table 3-D.l: The helicopter used by the 
the city and is used by other departments. 

traffic surveillance from 

is not given. There are 

Fort Worth police is leased by 

Honolulu, Hawaii 
Tabla 3-C: Personnel and observor totals include part-time observors 

who are used only when the helicopter is assigned in their district. 

, IndianaSolis ,Indiana " 
Ta Ie 3-B: The helicopter is used during the summer from 1600-1800 and 

2ioo-2300. In the winter it is used from 0700-0900 and 1600-1800. A stand
by pilot is available from 0800-2LI-OO when the helicopter is not in the air. 

, Table 3-C: A civilian flys the helicopter when it .is used by other city 
agencies. I , • 

Table 3-D.l: The helicopter is leased by six government agencies at a 
cost of approximately $15,000 each per year. 

Jacksonville, Florida 
Table 3-C: Three patrolmen were hired at a higher salary because they 

already held instructor pilot ratings~ 
Table 3-E: Jacksonville states that their helicopters will be used for 

all the ~asks listed. They have apparently been used for all these functions 
in the training program, but the department m~y make more specific duty as-

, signments in ,the continuing program. Helicopters are to be p~chased over 
~1ve year per~od to reach the desire~ number. . ' 
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a: ' , Angeles I California , 
To.ble 3-C: The total number of pilots is not given. 

• TablE 3-D.l: '!'he cost of one type of helicopter (probably the Bell 47-G-5) 
is given as ~~48.66 per hour, and the cost of another type (probably the Bell 
206-A) is given as $76.15 per hour. Both figures include salary for one pilot. 
Roll call training was given to officers in only the affected divisions~ 

Table 3-E: Helicopters are used for traffic surveillance and rescue and, 

•
evacuation only in emergencies o They are only occasionally involved in com
nm.ni ty relations ac ti v~ ti es. 

~os Angeles County, Californ~a 
Table .3-C: The number of pilots is not given. Pilots receive additional 

compensation above their normal rates as follows: deputy, $279 per month,; 
sergeant, $210 per month; and lieutenant, $160 per month. 

• Table 3-D.I: Three helicopters were originally leased by the City of 
Lakewood during their "Sky Knight" program, and were l~ter purchased by the 
ci.ty. 

Table 3-E: Other uses include transportation, criminal surveillance, . 
and training. 

~emEhis~ Tennessee 
Ta Ie 3-D.l: The cost of.a Bell 47-G-5 was given as $21.00 per hour;' 

the cost of a Bell 206-A was given as $44.00 per hour. ~o crew expenses 
are included. 

a 
e : include supervision of personnel and assistance 

to other'departments. 

New'York, New.York 
Table 3-B: Over congested areas the helicopter flies 1000 feet above 

the highest obstacle. 
• Table 3-D;1: The department operates four types of Bell, helicopters, 
with costs varying according to type. 

Table 3-E: Other uses include aerial photography, air pollution control, 
transportation, rooftop debJ:'is surveys and missions for other city agenCies, 
closed circuit television' surveillance 

!;ah~ Francisco 1'" California 
Ta,ble 3-E: Other uses include aerial photography. 

Tampa. Florida-
Table 3-C: Number of pilots is not given. 

ftvi chi ta, Kansas 
, Table 3-B: Flights are conducted at other hourS of the day, but not 
according to a regular schedule. 

Table 3-E: Other uses include investigative surveillance • 

• <It 

• 

I 
.J 
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Cur.rent Trends and Practices 

This section'of .the report is concerned with the analysis of 

survey responses by subject matter. The emphasis will be on pointing 

out the areas of similarity among the programs of the twenty-five 

• ' cities surveyed. Each of the factors or characteristics which were 

I 

• 

used as colum~ headings in Table 3 will be examined independently 

and as they may be influenced by other factors • 

Population 

Few very conclusive statements are likely to result from the 

analysis of the population figures of Tab~e 3. Helicopter patrol 

• is being provided Newport Beach, california, with a population of 

•• 
49,422, and it is also being conducted in New Yorl$: City, with a 

population of almost 8,000,000. The degree of success enjoyed in 

these cities at the extreme ends of the scale indicates that cities 

in all population categories may benefit significantly from helicopter 

patrol if they can afford the costs involved and if other factors 

-0, (total area to be patrolled, amount and types of crimes occurring, 

traffic conditions, and other considerations) are favorable. It is 

• 

• 

• 
~. 

• 

diffieult to imagine a helicopter patrol progra.m for a single city 

of less than 50,000 persons being fully utilized except under 

unusual 'conditions. Of the cities surveyed only five have populations 

of less than 250,000, and four of these five are in california, 

, where helicopter patrol programs have attracted the most attention 

and have come the closest to tiaining widespread acceptance asa ' 

standard police practice~ california police programs have gene,rally 

been among the most progressive in the'nation, and it iS,quite con

ceivable that the trend toward implementation of helicopter patrol 

( 

~, 
.~ 
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programs in California cities of less. than 250,000 persons may indi

ca te the practicability of these progr;;uns across the nation.,.in ci tiea 

of this size, but there does not appear to be any indication of an' 

immediate rush to helicopter patrol on the part of small to moderate 

size cities. 

Year Program Begah 

. Findings in tlris c~tegory bear out statements made earlier about 

the newness of many police helicopter programs. Only three of the 

departments surveyed, New York City, Los Angele~ County, and Los 

Angeles, have used helicopters longer than five years, and thirteen 

of the departments began helicopter operations after January 1, 1970. 

, New York City police have used helicopters since 1948, but the first 

truly on-going program using helicopters for routine patrol was that 

of the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department in Lakewood in 1966 • 

The well-publicized success of this operation sparked the implementa

tion of six add.itional municipal progr;;uns in 1968, three in. 1969
j 

and thirteen in 1970 and thus far in 1971. It should be remembered 

again that this information concerns only those cities included in 

the final survey base" If the volume of new uS,ers in the past year 

is any indication, the optimism of commercial helicopter manufacturers 

expressed in recent years appears to be fully jus~ified. 

Number of Helicopt~ 

The number of helicopters operated by a department appears to 

be determined more by budget provisions than by number of persons 

served or oth~r factors. Five cities, Fort Worth, Honolulu, Indianap

oliS, Pittsburg, and San FranCiSCO, operate a single helicopter, 

while Los Angeles County' operates fourteen. Each of the cities 
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operating only one helicopter has plans for obtaining additional 

aircraft soon, except for Pittsburg, which cited cost problems. 

Four of the twenty-five departments operate more than three heli

copters, five opera'te thr~e, eleven operate two, and five operate 

one only." Several cities surveyed commented that to,have one 

helicopter always available required a minimum of two helicopters. 

No meaningful correlation can be drawn from the ratio. of population, ' 
, 

, ,to number of helicoptE,lrs. At one extreme Newport Beach has one ., 
• 

•• 
• 

• 

... 

• . ~ 

• 

helicopter for each 25,000 persons, and Costa Mesa one for 36,000, 

and at the other extreme Sa,n Francisco has one for its 715,000 

persons while New York City has one per £,100,000 inhabitants g 

Normal Duty Hours 

The eventual goal of several departments is'~wenty~four hour 

police helicopter patrol. Only Dallas and Kansas;,City ,progra.ms are 

pres.ently organized and equipped in this manner. Dallas has one 

helicopter operating during each eight hour,~hift around the clock. 

Kansas City's staffing pattern was not indicated. Other cities 

vary the normal duty hours of their helicopters and use them at all 

hours, but it is not practical to attempt to maintain a twenty-four 

hour patrol program with less than three helicopters. Nineteen of 

the twenty-five departments indicate that they do have definite hours 

for norm~l duty. Six cities vary the hours of routine patrol; some 

'of these mentioned that information cOi''lcerning crimes committed 

is analyzed to determine duty hours. 

Helicopters are normally' assigned to work a continuous eight 

hour shift, probably because this is considered the normal worldng 

day for their human operators. Approximately five hours ,of this 

" 

.. 

. ," 

i. 

'. 
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tour of duty is spent on routine patrol or other airborne police 

assiBnments. To gain continuouS coverage, those cities with two 

or more helicopters normally schedule con,s ecuti VEl or overlapping 

pa trol shifts. 'The model first shift begins in mid-morning and 

lasts until late afternoon. The second shift would begin around 

dusk and continue until after midnight. Typifyin.g this schedule 

'are Houston, with Jlelicopter patrol,hours of 0900 to 0300· daily, 

and Los Angeles., with duty hours of 0700 to: 0200. 

The most active period of the day, from th~ standpoint of number 

of helicopters assigned on pat~ol, appears to be late afternoon and 

early evening. Traffic surveillance j,s a' common responsibility 

during the afternoon rush hour, and the availability of lighting 
, , 

equipment makes it possible to continue patrol after dark. The 

period from 1900 to 2300 is normally a very active one for most 

police departments, and twenty-two of the twenty-five survey cities 

routinely have a helicopter on patrol during these hours. 

Most of the departments which do not maintain continuous patrol 

have a pilot on call. Few departments keep a helicopter on duty 

during the early morning hours, but instead keep the helicopter ready 

to fly as soon as its pilot arrives after being notified.of the 

. emergency situation requiring helicopter assistance. I 

Normal Patrol Altitude 

The normal al ti tude maintained by polic.e helicopters on patrol 

varies slightly with local. conditions but generally is the most 

standardized of the operational practices. ~ altitude of 500 

geet ~bove ground level is considered" to be almos t ~ompletelY' satfl ; . 

from this height a pilot experiencing engine failure should be able 
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to begin autorotation and land safely. The normal daytime patrol 

altitude f then, is about 500 feet. As an additional margin of 

safety at night, the minimum altitude has been increased by many 

departments, the most common altitudes being 600 and 700 feet. 

Several departments have experienced no greater difficulty at night 

than during the day and maintain the same altitude for all routine, 

patrol. San Francisco maintains the highest rou.tine patrol altitude, 

1200 feet above 'ground level, ahd'report,that the helicopter is very 

effective despite ,the increased height. Regardless of what the 

routine patrol al ti tude is, ,of course» the heli'copter can descend 

to as Iowa level as necessary to perform'a police or public service. 

Most departments apparently believe that the lower the minimum patrol 

altitude, the more lil~ely the crew will be able t~ observe ground 

inCidents in precise detail and take the required action. The in'

creased range of observation at higher altitudes is offset by the , 

inabili ty to define images with sufficient ci,ari ty. 

Routine Patrol Area 

None of the departments surveyed restrict their helicopters to 

a particular part of the city.on a permanent basis. There are opera

tional considerations in several cities which limit ,the amount of 

. helicopter coverage a particular section may receive, but the flexi-
1 ~.' • i; ~. 

, 
-:' } 
" , 

" . 
bility of the helicopter is such that in an emergency it may be used 

nrtually anywhere. Dallas and Baltimore both indicated that heli-

copters do not routinely patrol the highly congested downtown area. 

,'" , New York City commented that helicopters in congested areas were 
" .,.' instructed to fly 1000 feet above the highest obstacle. Jackson.ville 

has thus far ,chosen to limit patr~l of residential areas in order to '~ 
,. 'increase coverage of business, industrial~ and recreational areas. 
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Honolulu, Kansas City, Memphis, and Oakland are other cities indicating 

an emphasis on patrol of metropolitan or "high crime" areas as oPPoiied 

to routine residentiaJ patrol. The size of the city also exerts an 

influence on the exent of patrol for a given area. Cities with a 

large area (Honolulu, 598 sq. miles; Kansas City, 317 sq. n~iles) may 

be obliged to set priori ties for coverage, while cities with less, 

total area. (mmtington Beach, 29 sq. 'miles;I..,ong Beach, 48 sq. miles) 

may well be able to cover the en tire city \'Vi th the same level of 

coverage. 

Special Equi£ment 

It is difEicult to draw much meaning from the responses to this 

inquiry. It is apparent that all departments equip their helicopters 

in what they consider to be a suitable manner. The basic police 

equipment includes radio, siren, public address system, and a search

light. Twenty-one of the twenty-four departments responding to this 

question indicated that they use a searchliGht for night flying, 

and it is quite possible the other three departments may have failed 

to indicate this as an item of special equipment. ~11 departments 

do maintain radio c~)tl1munications with the helicopter at all times, 

and only four failed t'o indicate that they have public address capa-

bili ties. Three departments indicated that thE:.ly have first aid kits 
. I 

on board~ <:;ix carry stretchers on board for. rescue purposes, six 

have floats on some of their aircraft, two specified basic fire 

eqUipment, and five departments listed other equirment items. Among 

the other items cited were a hOist"life jackets, cameras, life rings, 

and rope g The departments which maintain the most extensive suppl~ of 

'first aid and rescue equipment are those which patrol a large area 

of water and do a great number of search and rescue operations. 
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Ci ties such as Wichita and Tam pa prefer to use their aircraft 

more for observ~t;i.on than for rescue work, and they consequently 

do not equip ,their helicopters with equipment of this kind. 

!.atal Heliq.£E.ter Unit Personnel' 

'1'he number of per80nnel assigned to the helicopter units of 

the responding cities and the makeup of the totals offers several 

very interesting contrasts. New York City, for instance~ ,has sworn 

police officers acting as its helicopter mechanics and part-time, 

observors, and it counts these officers in its figures. Pittsburg 

includes only its two pilots. making it the smallest unit surveyed. 

The Los Angeles Police Depe.rtment includes secretarial and adminis

trative workers in. its unit~ while Memphis includes one civilian 

maintenance employee. At this time there appear 'to be few standards" 

as to desirable patterns of staffing a h~licopter unit, and the total 

number of personnel is not necessarily related to the number of ai~

craft, the, numbe':r;- of pilots, or any other apparent factor. 

Number of Helicopter Pilots 

Most departments find it desirable to have ',more pilots than 

aircraft" wl.th the obvious <;:tim of always having someone available to 

fly the vehicle.: 'Baltimore was the only city surveyed with more 

helicopters than pilots, people being outnumbered by machines three , 
to two. In the other cities 9 the ratio of pilots to helicopters is 

generally about two or three to one. Fourteen cities maintain a 

ratio within these limits. At the other end of the scale, Memphis 

has twelve pilots for its two helicopters, Jacksonville el~ven for 

two, and san Francisco :five fqr its one. Each of these cities does 

te have plans for purchasing addi tional ships • 
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Pilot Status 

Only three of the twenty-five cities have civilian pilots flying· 

police helicopters, and each of these does have rather special cir-

cumstances. In Dallas, the chief pilot and an instructor pilot are 

civilians; they do very little routine patrolling.. Forth Worth's 

helicopter is owned by the city, and the pilot is a civilian with 

a reserve officer's commission and full arrest powers. Honolulu's 

two pilots are also reserve officers. Both Fort Worth and Honolulu 

,have given their civilian pilots training in po~ice procedures. 

Jacksonville, in staffing its unit, recruited three helicopter pilots 

who have become sworn police officers assigned to the helicopter uni,t • 

Other cities have taken the opposite approach and have required 
, . 

officers applying for flight positions to have already completed 

several years of employment with the department. In most cases no 

prior experience with helicopters or aircr.aft of any type is neces-

sary before transfer to the helicopter unit. Departments are satis

fied that an officer. with no previous flying experience, but who has 

demonstrated his ability in other police assignments" W:i.llwith .-, 

training become a perfectly capable pilot. On the ot.her hand, a 

professional helicopter pilot recr~ited as a police officer may have 

little interest in police work or may perform in an unsatisfactory 
I 

manne~ when he is required to ~ake action as an officer rather than 

a pilot .. 

. Extra Pay for Pilo ts 

Only seven of the twenty-five survey cities do not give pilots 

extra compensation for flying status. 

Rate or'Amount of Extra Pay 

Among the eighteen departments which do provide addi'tional 
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compensation for helicopter pilots, there is a wide variance in 

the amount of extra pay. There actually is no common bonus rate; 

10",0 above the indi,vidual's normal pay is:the:,most,freq\lently cited 

figure, and it' is the standard in only three departments. Other 

figures listed range from New York City's $400 annually to Los 

Angeles' $407 per month. San Mateo County makes the firiest distinc'" 

tion regarding extra compensation. Its pilots receive $1~'7.5 for 

each flight :hour; they dci not receive any additional pay for time 

which is not spent flying. 

Observors and Status 

There were not enough responses dealing with the number and 

status of helicopter observors to draw a~y reasonable conclusion. 
, , 

A number of departments do not have non-pilot qualified observors 

, ' 

as such. that is, pilots double as'observors when they are not actu

ally flying the helicopter.' Other departments have commented, however, 

that the added safety which results from the presence'of two fully 

trained pilots is not that significant, and that the second pilot is 

likely to pay m~re attention to flying the aircraft than to observing 

activity on the ground below him. Those departments which do have 

a ,group of observors separate from pilots, disagree as to whether 

assigments should be on a permanent or temp(jr~ry b,asis. There is 

much to be said for allowing as many'members of the department to 

aetas helicopter observors as possible, but the development of 

skill which accompanies continual observation is a verY'important 

factor. Of the departments which indicated assignmen,t baSiS, seven 

had permanent observors and six rotated them regularly. 
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Fl.lnctional Division in Which Helicorter Unit OperatEs 

The survey r~sults indicate that those departments 'which use 

helicopters recognize i:t;s capabilities as a general p~rpose patrol 

vehicle rather than a specialized toy. Twenty-one of the twenty

five departments have assib~ed the helicopter unit to the functional 

uni t of the department which conducts uniformed patrol. This unit· . _;. 

is variously called the ope~ations bureau, patrol division, tactical 

section, and so forth, .but all unit titles give an indication that 

helicopter patrol is assigned to the unit which provides all patrol 

services. Houston and Indianapolis were the two cities which offered 

the most unusual approaches to the assignment issue. In Houston, the 

individual who headed the development of the police helicopter pro- . 

gram is in charge of the tr&tfic divis: , and it'was to this unit 

that the helicopter was assigned when it became operational. The 

Indianarolis helicopter unit operates as a. part of the planning and 

research division. 

Financing the Initial Helicopter Program 

Six of the twenty-five survey cities indicated that some federal 

funds were used in obtaining one or more helicopters. These funds 

ca.me'primarily from the Law Enforcement ASSistance Administration 

under the terms of the 1968 Omnibus Crime Bill. In those cities 
I 

f. 
t· o· 
!, 
V 
" '" , 
1 

". 
which did not obtain any federal funds for equipment purchase, agree- ;~ 

ments which provide for the purchase of the helicopter over a period 

of several years are the most common. Tpese lease to purchase ar-

, rangements no~mally cover a p~riod of from three to five years. In 

at least seven. of the cities cited the helicopters have been purchased 

outright as funds were available •. 
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!.!gurly Operating Expenses 

A'comparison of the hourly operating costs listed in Table 3 

illustrates the importance of local variations in determining the 

total cost cl'f maintaining a helicopter patrol program. The promi-

nent differ/ances apparent in the table may be partially explained 

when it is noted that helicopters produced by different manufacturers 

have hourly operating costs which vary just as initial purchase 

price~ vary. B,ell helicopters, for instance, cost several ~ollars 

an hour more to operate than their smaller Hugh~s counterparts. It 

would seem reasonable to expect, howev~r, that helicopters of the 

same model 'would cost about the same to o'pera te. This does not 

appear to 'be a .valid assumption. ,The departments in Kansas City, 

Anaheim, San ,Hateo County, Newport Beach, Honolulu, and Oakland 

all operate Hughes 300-C helicopters, and li~t the hourly expenses 

as $23.25, $25.00, $2~.85, $25.65, $23.50', and $25.00,respectively. 

,The variation among other models is Similar, and gives rise to 

a feeling that local budget considerations may be more importrult in 

shaping hourly operating figures than other factors. 

Departmental Tra.ining Program 

Questionnaire responses indicate that there is no widespread 

agreement as to, exactly what constitutes a departmental training 
I 

program or whether such a program is necessary. The training pro

grams of thirteen of the twenty-:-one ci.ties which indicated that' 

they had a program of some kind consist almost exclusively of 

demonstratic· "lights, and in most cases these flights are not 

mandator~.but left strictly to the individual.· Several departments 

have gone beyond,this,~ather limited concept of training and ~ave . 
'. 
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established roll call and in-service training programs intended 

to fully acquaint patrol and other personnel with helicopter capa

bilities and operations procedures. 

Internal Reaction 'to Helicopter Patrol 

No responding department indicated that i'ts personnel were dis

satisfied with helicopter patrol operations. Those departments 

which indicated u rather mixed initial reaction to the helicopter 

noted that the ~rogram seemed to be gaining acceptance with time. 

There does not appear to be any significant correlation between 

the type of training program and the department's reaction. Most 

departments noted that personnel were genUinely enthusiastic about 

the results of helicopter patrol, particularly after individual 
, , 

officers had participated in a joint air-ground opera~ion which 

ended successfully. As officers persdnaJ:ly experience the fleXi

bility of helicopter operations, their respect for the program 

normally increases. 

The Public 9s Reaction to Helicopter Patrol 

All responding departments noted that the initial public reac

tion to helicopter patrol was favorable. Many of the expected out

. cries against noise or "Big Brother" in the sky simply f~iled to· 

materialize, and citizen support of helicopter patrol has been out- ' . . . , 

standing Q The city, of Los. Angeles has used public opinion polls to 

determine community reaction; they have found 89% of those surveyed 

solidly in favor of, helicopter patrol. 

Source of 0EPosition 

Ten of the twenty-five re~pondents listed one or more sources 

of complaints about helicopter patrol. In 'at, least sevencof ·these 

noise was the chief complainti others did'not specify exact sources. 
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Helicopter manufacturers have concentrated on noise problems as the 

use of polj.ce helicopters has spread, and they have generally been 

very successful in dealing with the problem. Their efforts have 

enabled departments to reduce the routine patrol altitude to 500 

feet vdth little public opposition. Indianapolis reported that 

criminals had complained about helicopter patrol and had made threats 

to shoot the aircraft down if patrol did not cease. The reaction 

of this section of the public was considered as justification for 

. continuing the program rather than shaping it to'the desires of 

. complainants. 

Public Relations Methods 

Police departments have taken several different approaches to 

info~ming the public about the helicopter patrol 'program G Twelve 

respondents noted that they had relied on the mass media almost 

exclusively. ,In some cases neWspaper covera.ge of particular opera~ 

tions is about the only method used.. In other departments radio 

and television programs have been used to spread the word • 

Another group of twelve cities has expanded their public rela-

tions program to include appearances before civic, business, and 

professional groups. These personal contacts have been extremely 

.5:'uccessful. In at least four of these cities, helicopters have been 
I 

taken to city schools and demonstration programs for school children 

have been conducted e The cities of Costa Mesa, Huntington Beach, and 

Las Vegas ,and the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department have perhaps 

the mo~t ambitious programs for acquainting the public with the police 

he~icopter program. They employ the programs: already mentioned and 

'~~' such additional methods as static displays in shopping centers and 
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public areas and pamphlets explaining the purpose of the program 

which are distributed during public appearances. Each of these 

four departments was among those who listed some sources of opposi

tion to helicopter patrol, but their public relations efforts do 

not appear to have been primari~y motivated by public dissatisfaction. 

The Greatest Effectiveness of HeJicopter Patrol 

Though the respondents individually list many specific types of 

criminal activity as being·very susceptible to control ,by helicopter 

patrol, there is substantial agreement as to the class of criminal 

acts which is most effectively combatted by the helicopter. The 

offenses of burglary, robbery, and auto theft appear to be most 

affected by helicopter patrol. Each of these offenses is likely to· 

involve notification of the police 'as soon as the' offense is discovered, 

each normally involves persons leaving the location of the offense 

immediately after completion and travelling on a street or thro1.leh. 

an open area, and in each case something of tangible value associated 

with the offense is likely to be in the offender's possession. 'Of 

these characteristics, that of openness or visibility is perhaps 

most important. The usefulness of ~he helicopter is very strongly 

related to what its crew can observe on the ground below. Private 

offenses and offenses in which the victim is not immedibLtely aware , 
of what has Occurred are less like~y to involve, the helicopter be

cause' there is no specific indication of what to look for. 

Tha deterrent value of helicopter patrol in reducing outdoor 

crimes of many types was .noted by several respondents. The use of 

the helicopter with searchlight for nighttime patrol is reported to 

be most effective. 
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Overall Effectiveness 

Those departments'which have operated helicopter patrol programs 

fc;>r a peried of time sufficient to arrive at a decision as to the 

effectiveness of the programs are generally well satisfied. Comments 

tended to be more toward the superlative end of the scale than in 

the middle satisfactor1 range. The only negative remarks noted were 

those of Denver and Pittsburg, who noted that their programs were 

very costly and somewhat limited because of this factor • 

Plans for Expansion 

Seventeen departments replied that they plan to expand their 

helicopter patrol program in one form or another, either by adding 

more aircraft, expanding functions, or changing duty hours to pro-
, . 

L 
I 
(. 

"vide mOl'e coverage ... Seven of these' have their future programs planned '~ 

.~. to the point that they were able to indicate that the department 

would be adding to its helicopte~ fleet within the near future. 

According to their plans a total of sixteen additional helicopters 

• 

• 

• 

will go on ,patrol in these cities soon, more than, doubling the total 

',nUmber of aircraft assj_gned to police patrol'. 

Duties Performed 

The duties which police helicopters perform vary 'substantially 

from department to depa~tment. Such factors as he~icopter model, 

special equipment available, so~~al and geographic considerations, 

and perhaps most importantJ..y, administrative considerations, all 

interact to determine exactl.y what use will be made of a helicopter 

.. I 

", 

after it has been o'btained. ,The only standard duty am.ong all depart- 5~ 

•• 
~, 

.. • 

, ments surveyed is routine patrol. Traffic surveillance is an almost 

universal responsibility, with only fa~r departments fail~ng to in

cate that their helicopters are used for this purpose~ N~neteen of 
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the respondents assign their helicopters to rescue and evacuation 

worle occasionall.y, although this may take the form' of searching 

rather than actually landing and picking u,p injured or lost persons. 

Twenty departments are prepared to use their aircraft in crowd 

control situations, and seventeen believe that the helicopter can 

be used in community relations efforts. Only one department noted 

that its aircraft was r~gularly used for traffic speed enforcement, 

although there were other comments that some traffic citations had 

been issued by helicopter personnel when serious offenses were 

observed. 

Other uses of the helicopter depend very much on local conditions 

and initiative. Transportation, photography, and investigative 

surveillance were among the most common addition~i uses listed. 

New York City helicopters, though they are among the most limited 

in terms of routine patrol, have a wide variety of special uses, 

including air pollution control, rooftop debris surveys, and other 

misSions fo'r other city agencies. As departments become more ac

customed to routine operations, 'it seems logical to expect that 

the number of special uses Will be expanded • 
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Conclusion 

As more and more departments consider extablishing helicopter 

patrol programs of their own, it is to be expected that much more 

serious study of the helicopter as a police patrol vehicle will be 

• undertaken. The findings of this preliminary survey indicate that, 

• 

helicopter patrol is a most promising weapon in the war on crime. 

The helicopter appears to be particularl~ effective against those 

crimes 'Nhich have showed the m,ost significant increase wi thin recent 

years -- burglary, robbery, and auto theft. 

But initial successes should not lead to the formation of 

• concrete notions concerning helicopter patrol. P:Z'vgrams and equip-

•• 
• 

• 

• 

.~ 

ment are still very much in a state of flux, and ,the developments of 

recent years seem likely to be overshadowed by future events. To 

keep ,pace with these dev'elopmen ts ,the American police must above 
, , 

all insure that flexibility and imagination continue to characterize 

the helicop:ter program~ which are put'into operation to better serve 

the 'commun1 ty. ' 
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